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Abstract: An essential requirement in developing flat panel display systems is drive 
circuitry. In practice, flat panel displays are matrix addressed, what means that 
they all have a large number of connections, and thus drivers, to both the row 
and column side of the panel. Most of the time, the specifications (voltages, 
capacitive load, etc.) of the different display technologies are not sufficient 
similar to use generic drivers for the row and column electrodes. The 
generation of both the control signals and video data for the drivers, however, 
should be as generic and flexible as possible. The design of such a flexible 
system is a huge effort. 
Philips Research has developed a system to drive flat panel systems. The 
digital board with the connected pc with application software is the main part.  
Although the hardware of the experimental system (digital board) is state of 
the art and flexible, the software is highly inflexible. The software to control 
the digital board is just a collection of several LabView programs. This 
software is outdated, not efficient and not user friendly. 
The application software AddrDoc replaces this outdated software. AddrDoc 
is highly flexible application software developed in Microsoft Visual C++. 
The software works as a stand-alone program able to design all the required 
control signals for a matrix panel in a flexible way. A hierarchical approach 
and a graphical user interface are necessary to setup control signal definitions 
for matrix panels. This method already proved the success of this approach by 
driving a PolyLED display. 

 
 

Conclusions: The main challenge of the graduate project was the development of a flexible 
interface to generate control signal definitions in a flexible way and the 
compiler to ‘compile’ and compress the definitions in such a way that limited 
memory is required to store the definitions in the digital board. 

The new test environment including the application software AddrDoc is 
evolving in time. More and more functions will be added to add functionality 
and to support new display principles. This means that it is easy to add new 
functionality to the user software in the future. 
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1. Introduction 
This introductory chapter describes the definition of the assignment, as defined by 
Philips Research labs. Also, the problem definition and the objectives are given (derived 
from the assignment). Finally, the structure of the report is explained, as well as the 
scope, definitions, acronyms & abbreviations and references to other reports. 

1.1. Definition of the assignment 

An essential requirement in developing flat panel display systems is drive circuitry. In 
practice, flat panel displays are matrix addressed, what means that they all have a large 
number of connections, and thus drivers, to both the row and column side of the panel. 
Most of the time, the specifications (voltages, capacitive load, etc.) of the different 
display technologies are not sufficient similar to use generic drivers for the row and 
column electrodes. The generation of both the control signals and video data for the 
drivers, however, should be as generic and flexible as possible. The design of such a 
flexible system is a huge effort. 

1.1.1. System: 

Philips Research has developed a system to drive flat panel systems. Basically, 6 
important parts build up the entire experimental system (see Figure 1). The digital board 
(see Figure 2) with the connected pc with application software is the main part. Other 
parts are the video board, the display driver board (display specific board) and the matrix 
display. The whole hardware setup is discussed in chapter 5. 
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keyboard
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3xRGB,
VSync,
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application

software
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Video
data

Control
data
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graphics

video

TV domain
video processing

Display
processing

Display
driving

Display &
pixel circuitry

Display
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display

Figure 1: Experimental system to drive a matrix display 
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The full system allows real-time video and static images from a wide variety of sources 
and with a lot of flexibility. The user can adapt timing and control of the matrix display 
by means of several LabView programs running on the PC. However, this software is not 
flexible enough. Until now, all the control signal definitions are written in lookup tables. 
These tables are not flexible enough if the control signal definitions must be adapted on 
the fly. 

 

 
Figure 2: The digital board that must be controlled with a PC with application 

software 

1.1.2. Assignment 

The requirements consists of the design and implementation of highly flexible 
application software in Microsoft Visual C++. The software must work as a stand-alone 
program able to design all the required control signals for a matrix panel in a flexible 
way. A hierarchical approach and a graphical user interface are necessary. 
Communication with the digital board is necessary for downloading the control signal 
definitions and adaptations of various settings in the control path and video path. 

1.1.3. Support 

The student will be supported by Ir. F. Budzelaar, WY5.29, Philips Research Labs. 

1.2. Definition of the problem 

Although the hardware of the experimental system (digital board) is state of the art and 
flexible, the software is highly inflexible. The software to control the digital board is just 
a collection of several LabView programs. This software is outdated, not efficient and 
not user friendly. For each setting, another LabView program is used. This is the case for 
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generic video path settings, as well as the definition of control signals to drive matrix 
panels. 

The generation of control signals with the existing experimental system is highly 
inflexible at the moment. All timing- and control signal definitions are written in so 
called lookup tables (Memory Initialization Files (MIF)). This is done manually by 
means of a text editor. An example of such a file is given in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Memory Initialization File (MIF) 

 

This method of defining control signals is inflexible and the possibility of making 
mistakes is very high. Also, no graphical representation of the control signal definitions 
is available yet. It must be possible to define timing- and control signals in a playful 
manner. This freedom is necessary to define an innovative set of control signals to drive 
matrix panels in a efficient way. 

1.3. Global requirements 

The application software to be developed must be a user-friendly interface between the 
user and the digital board. All timing- and control signals to drive a matrix panel must be 
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defined with this application program. Also all video path settings must be controlled 
with the application program. 

A hierarchical way is highly preferred by defining control signals. The users who will use 
this program are Electrical Engineers. They ‘think’ about control signals in a ‘low-level’ 
way. They have expert knowledge about driver IC’s and the driver hardware to drive 
matrix panels. This means that this group of users wants to build up the set of control 
signals in a bottom-up approach. 

An example of a set control signals with levels of hierarchy is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Level 6

Level 5

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

odd field even field

subfield 0 subfield 1 subfield 2 subfield 5subfield 3 subfield 4

erase address sustain 4

pre-address post-addressaddr row addr rowaddr rowaddr rowaddr rowaddr rowaddr rowaddr row

select row clock dataset data idle

Level 1

Levels of hierarchy in control signal definition

 
Figure 4: Example of a set of control signals 

 

Besides the possibility to define control signals in a flexible way, it is highly 
recommended to visualize this process: e.g. the user can visualize the defined set of 
control signals at any time. 

1.3.1. Generic functions 

• Open/Close/Save of set of control signals and (video path) settings 
• Print functionality 
• Read settings from digital board 
• Write settings to digital board 
• Write control signal definitions to digital board 
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The settings that must be read and/or written from/to the digital board are the video- and 
control path settings (e.g. brightness/contrast/gamma/revision/dithering…/…). 

1.3.2. Specific functions 

• Check memory usage digital board 
• Check bit usage digital board 
• Low-level read/write from/to memory-location(s) on digital board 
• Enable/disable control outputs digital board 
• Read revision soft- and hardware blocks of digital board 
 

The memory usage shows how much configuration memory is used on the digital board. 
The bit-usage function informs the user which outputs are defined and used on the digital 
board. The low-level read- and write functionality is used for manually overrides or to 
check memory locations on the digital board. The control outputs of the digital board are 
the outputs available for control signals. The user must be informed how many outputs 
are available/used etc. See chapter 4 for more info. 

1.3.3. Video-path functions 

• Display type 
• Video input selection 
• Video format 
• Sync generator 
• Brightness, Contrast, Gamma 
• Dithering 
• DA-output 
• Test pattern generator 
• Specific display specific video functions 
 

The application will be used for several display types, e.g. LCD, Plasma, PolyLED. This 
functionality is needed to hide display specific functions for the user. The sync generator 
is used to adjust specific video format settings. The DA-output is used to tap and output 
the video signal to an analogue output (for testing purposes). The test pattern generator is 
used for generation of static test images. 

1.3.4. User interface 

• Hierarchical way of defining the control signals in several windows (split up the 
difficult task of defining control signals) 

• Graphical representation of control signals with a print function 
• Use of standard windows controls 
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1.3.5. Parts of the application software 

The application software can roughly be divided into two parts (see Figure 5). The first 
part is the video path (video path settings). The second and most interesting part is the 
control part (timing- and control signal definition). This part requires a user-friendly user 
interface. Also, data compression and a compiler are necessary parts. Data compression 
is necessary because the amount of memory on the digital board is limited, so a smart 
way to compress the data must be developed. A compiler is necessary to ‘translate’ the 
control signal definitions defined by the user to Look-Up-Tables in the digital board.  

 

PC
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Figure 5: Main tasks of the application software 

1.4. Objectives 

The objectives for the assignment are: 
• Provide an intuitive user-friendly interface to define control signals for driving a 

matrix panel 
• Storing/Definition of different control signal definitions together with video path 

settings 
• Download and upload settings and control signal definitions to/from the digital board 
• Compression of the defined control signal definitions into (small) tables 
• Freedom to ‘play’ with control signals schemes for matrix panels in such a way that it 

is easy to make improvements and optimizations in driving schemes 
• The time to spend to define control signals must be really short in respect with the 

current situation (see chapter 5) 
• Provide a graphical user interface to display the defined control signal definitions 

1.5. Conditions 

The operating system where the AddrDoc application software must work for is 
Microsoft Windows 2000 and Windows XP. The development tool to be used is 
Microsoft Visual C++ (version 6). 
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1.6. Structure of the report 

Chapter 2 describes the approach used to complete the graduate assignment. Important 
design decisions are discussed here. The information- and object model, together with the 
specifications are discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the design of the user 
interface of the application software. Chapter 5 describes the current environment, which 
will be used and adapted. Test methods are defined and discussed in chapter 6. These test 
methods are necessary to ensure a correct set of control signals to drive matrix panels. 
Preliminary results of the adapted test environment with the application software 
AddrDoc are shown in chapter 7. Chapter 8 contains conclusions and recommendations 
about the graduate project. Finally, acknowledgements are given in chapter 9. 

1.7. Definitions, acronyms & abbreviations 

AddrDoc Name of the Application software to be developed (pronounced as 
“Address Doc”). The software is able to define and generate control 
signals and video settings to drive a matrix panel (addressing the panel). 

PMP   Project Management Plan 

PR  Philips Research 

SRS   Software Requirements Specification 

UM  User Manual 

UML  Unified Modeling Language 

URS  User Requirements Specification 

TU/e  Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 
V&V   Verification and Validation 

1.8. Notational conventions 

Natural numbers {0,1,2,…}   N 

Integer numbers {…,-2,-1,0,1,2,…}  Z 

Real numbers     R 

Positive real numbers    R+ = {x|x ε R ∧ x > 0} 

Universal quantification   (∀v:v ε D: P(v)) 

Existential quantification   (∃v:v ε D: P(v)) 

Numerical quantification   (Nv:v ε D: P(v)) 

Minimum quantification   (MINv:v ε D: f(v)) 

Value set     VDomain 
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Element of     ε 

Subset      ⊂ 

Set intersection    ∩ 

Set union     ∪ 

Set difference     \ 

Empty set     ∅ 

Logical equivalence (iif)   ⇔ 

Logical implication (if…then)  ⇒ 

Logical disjunction (or)   ∨ 

Logical conjunction (and)   ∧ 

Logical negation (not)    ¬ 

Absent value     ⊥ 

Empty string     () 

String concatenation    ~ 

1.9. References 

This graduate report is not the only documentation available. The following documents 
are available: 

[GACSaE] 'Graduate Assignment Computer Science And Engineering', Philips 
Research, F.P.M. Budzelaar 

[AddrPMP] ‘AddrDoc Application Software - Project Management Plan’, Philips 
Research, W.H.M. van Beek 

[AddrURS] ‘AddrDoc User Requirements Specification’, Philips Research, W.H.M. 
van Beek 

[AddrSRS] ‘AddrDoc Software Requirements Specification’, Philips Research, 
W.H.M. van Beek 

[AddrUM] ‘AddrDoc User Manual (draft)’, Philips Research, W.H.M. van Beek 
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2. Approach 
This chapter deals with the approach used to complete the graduate assignment. 
Technical details are not discussed in this chapter. However, to understand some parts of 
this chapter, knowledge about other chapters of the report is required. 

2.1. Project Management Plan 

A proper planning is important for each project. A Project Management Plan is written to 
manage the software development process [AddrPMP]. 

The assignment started at 20-12-2004 and ended at 12-10-2005. 

The following phases are defined in the planning: 
1. Initiation Phase 
2. Analysis & Specification & Design Phase 
3. Implementation Phase 1 
4. Rework Analysis & Specification & Design Phase 
5. Implementation Phase 2 
6. Test & Integration Phase 
 

One iterative step in the planning is introduced to update, correct and extend the design 
(phases 4 and 5). No major problems were encountered during the project, due to a 
proper design. The first part of the project (phases 1 and 2) took some more time, but 
phase 3 and phase 4 took less time because the design didn’t need to be updated very 
much. 

2.2. User Groups 

The type of users plays an important role in the design of the application software 
AddrDoc. This is because the users (mainly electrical engineers) are experts in the field 
of display driving and defining control signals for matrix panels. They use AddrDoc as a 
tool to define the control signals. A limitation in freedom in the use of AddrDoc by 
defining the control signals is not allowed. At Philips Research, Intellectual Property 
(IPR) generation is very important. A new innovative driving scheme for a matrix display 
can lead to a new patent application. 

Electrical engineers ‘think’ about control signals in a ‘low-level’ way. They have expert 
knowledge about driver IC’s and the driver hardware to drive matrix panels. This means 
that this group of users wants to build up the set of control signals in a bottom-up 
approach. Therefore, a hierarchical structure to define the control signal definitions is 
designed (see chapter 3 and chapter 4). 

Extensive discussions with the future users of the software were necessary during the 
design of the object model to store the control signal definitions and the user interface. 
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2.3. Design Method 

I followed a generic approach to design and implement the application software 
AddrDoc. This approach is derived from the Course on Software Engineering. I followed 
this course at the Philips Center for Technical Training (CTT). This course is highly 
preferred for all people who wants to design and develop software (inside Philips). The 
techniques used in this course are more or less the same as the techniques discussed and 
practiced during the study. A thorough preliminary investigation and documentation of 
the requirements and design together with a planning and test cases are key components 
in the course and my graduate project. 

First a global planning was made (see paragraph 2.1 and [AddrPMP]). 

Next, an investigation about the user requirements was made [AddrURS]. The problems 
of the ‘old’ measurement system were investigated and the requirements for the new 
application software were defined. Communication with the ‘customer’ (Electrical 
Engineers) was crucial in this phase. 

Subsequently, a translation of the user requirements was made [AddrSRS]. A model to 
store the control signal definitions was defined together with the user interface to show 
and define the definitions. Especially, the user interface was discussed extensively with 
the ‘customer’. Faults in the model were eliminated at an early stage, because the model 
depends heavily on the user interface. 

After this analysis & specification & design phase, the implementation of the design 
started in two iterative stages. Because the model was well reasoned, the second step was 
a minor step, because only a few minor improvements were necessary. 

All the documents [AddrPMP],[AddrURS],[AddrSRS] are reviewed with the users of the 
program and the supervisors. 

2.4. Design decisions 

The most important design decisions related with the control generation and visualization 
model are listed in this paragraph. It is advisable to read chapter 3 and chapter 4 in 
advance, because most of the decisions requires detailed knowledge about the object 
model and the user interface. 

 

Global design decisions: 
• The hierarchical layered structure is clearly visible in the model. This important 

decision results in an easy to understand model. See paragraph 2.2 for the motivation 
behind choosing a hierarchical layered structure 

• Design is not optimized for easily implementing big changes in the future. This is not 
necessary in our case (hardware setup limits changes). These changes have to do with 
available memory, transmission speeds etc. Changes in the object model can be 
realized, but the hierarchical model requires a special approach 
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• The design of the object model and the GUI design are closely related with each other. 
This means that the GUI is a reflection of the object model and vice versa. The model 
is described in chapter 3 and the GUI design is described in chapter 4 

 
Design choices related with the object model and user interface: 
• The basic model (see also paragraph 3.5 (UML model) and appendix C) is a flat 

model. After designing the first model, a more advanced model is worked out. This 
advanced model uses inheritance to re-use code and to eliminate bugs. The 
hierarchical structured model is very suitable for implementing inheritance 

• Every hierarchical layer in the model consists of 2 objects (classes) or in some cases 3 
objects. In every layer, a storage class for the main object in that level is defined (e.g. 
Sequence for the sequence level). Also, a storage class for all the defined objects in 
the level is needed (e.g. AllSequences for the sequence level) to store all the different 
object (in this case sequences) that are defined 

• The main object of a level has pointers to the used (main) objects in the level below. 
An example of this approach: A Subfield in the subfield view has a list of pointers to 
the sequence numbers used in the subfield 

• The TimeSlot classes are used to visualize the set of defined control signals. These 
classes are used to store visualizations and to generate a so-called table-file to test the 
visualize view and the compiler (see chapter 6) 

2.5. Motivations 

For some programs, it is necessary to mathematically prove that the result of a function is 
correct. This means, mathematically proved pré- and post conditions are necessary. 

For the AddrDoc application software, this is not so important for the following reasons: 
• AddrDoc is not a commercial (software) product, but a tool used to control a test 

environment and to generate control signal definitions. AddrDoc will be used in a 
research environment 

• The software is written by one person (myself) 
• The available time to develop AddrDoc is limited 
• For important parts of the program (e.g. the compiler), it is impracticable to define a 

mathematically proved pré- and post condition. It is important that such functions are 
bug-free, but this can be tested in practice, rather than prove this in advance 

 

The most important goal is that the user interface is initiative and easy to use. This is 
because it must be possible to define timing- and control signals in a playful manner. 
New inventions can be only made when this is the case. 

Next, the generation and visualization of control signals must be bug-free. This is 
important because a faulty set of control signals can damage drive electronics and/or the 
matrix panel. The test method designed for this purpose is described in chapter 6. 
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Most of the functions are implemented with informal pré- and post conditions. Also, all 
the source code is well documented and provided with comment. 
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3. Information Model and Object Model 
Before a more formal description of the model behind the application software is given, 
an informal description about the program is given. 

The main goal of the AddrDoc application software is to provide an intuitive user-
friendly interface to define control signals for driving a matrix panel. These control 
signals are defined in the application program, and downloaded to the digital board. The 
defined control signals must be compressed into (small) tables, which are downloaded to 
the digital board. 

The ultimate goal to achieve with the application program is the freedom to ‘play’ with 
control signals schemes for matrix panels in such a way that it is easy to make 
improvements and optimizations in driving schemes. Also, the time spend to define 
control signals must be really short in respect with the current situation (see chapter 4 for 
more information). 

Another requirement is the possibility of storing different control signal definitions and 
the possibility to adjust video path settings with the program. 

The next paragraph contains the information analysis, needed for the application software 
AddrDoc. The most important part of this application software is the control signal 
generation and visualization. The Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) that will be used 
in the application software is not discussed in detail, see the Microsoft documentation for 
more detail. 

3.1. Information model 

First, a generic information model is given about the control signal generation and 
visualization. After that, a more detailed model is presented in paragraph 3.3. The object 
specifications are given in paragraph 3.4. A more generic approach of the model is given 
in chapter 4 (user interface design), which is closely related with the object model. 

The hierarchical approach that is chosen (see chapter 2) is also visible in the information 
model (see Figure 6). This model is designed using a bottom-up approach. This method 
is used because the hardware design will define control signals first in a low-level way, 
and completing the control signal definitions in a high level way. 

First, the levels in the hierarchy will be explained. These levels are visible in the 
information model. This model will be made more specific in the object model. An 
example to illustrate the levels in the hierarchy presented in appendix A. This example is 
a traffic light installation at a crossroad. It is recommended to study this example after 
reading this paragraph, because it is difficult to understand all the levels in the hierarchy. 
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Figure 6: Control signal generation and visualization information model 
 

Each color of the objects shown in Figure 6 represent a different level in the hierarchy. 
Only the highest levels in the hierarchy have the same color (light blue). This is because 
the three highest levels are more or less the same. 
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Levels: 

• Machine level 

The machine level is used to describe all states of all parts of the hardware. Examples 
of such parts are a row driver or column driver. In this view, state machines 
describing all states of the hardware must be designed. The hardware is split up in 
parts to make the design process easier (separation of concerns). Each state machine 
has states, which describes valid control signal output combinations for that state 
machine. All signal output combinations that are not valid are not described. This 
prevents that this combinations will occur in the addressing scheme. 

• Phase level 

The phase level is used to define the full collection of system states (unique states, 
so-called timeslots). All used state machines (the state machines that plays a role for 
that phase) are combined in a phase. A phase is a ‘slice’ out of the complete 
addressing scheme, a unique state of the hardware. 

• Sequence level 

The sequence level groups the defined phases together to a sequence as a logical 
block in the addressing scheme. A period (duration in clock ticks) must be assigned 
to each phase in each sequence. All phases that together forms a logical block must 
be grouped together in a sequence. 

• Subfield level 

The subfield level groups sequences together to a subfield. Here the addressing 
scheme can be set up (together with Field and Frame level). A repetition factor can be 
set for each used sequence in a subfield. 

• Field level 

The field level groups subfields together to a Field. Here the addressing scheme can 
be set up (together with Subfield and Frame level). A repetition factor can be set for 
each used subfield in a Field. 

• Frame level 

The frame level groups fields together to a Frame. Here the addressing scheme can be 
set up (together with Subfield and Field level). A repetition factor can be set for each 
used Field in a Frame. 

• Simple control signals 

A separate level, called the simple control signal level, is available to define simple 
control signals such as clocks, syncs, triggers etc. Each control signal can be assigned 
to a field, or to all used fields in a frame. The control signal is valid for the field if the 
control signal is assigned to a field. If this field is used more than once in the frame, 
the simple control signal will also be repeated. The simple control signal is valid for 
all fields in the frame if the control signal is valid for the whole frame. 
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The big advantage of entering these signals in an extra object instead of entering these 
signals in the hierarchy is that adding one simple control signal to the hierarchy 
multiplies the number of phases and sequences with a factor of two. This is because for 
every old phase in the AllPhases object, two new phases must be defined: one phase with 
the simple control signal active and one phase with the simple control signal not active. 
This situation occurs  also the for sequences where the defined phases are used. 
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Figure 7: Control signal generation and visualization object model 
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3.2. Visualization of the model 

To visualize the control signal definitions (the complete set of control signals), a 
TimeSlot is used to store the set of control signals of a Sequence, Subfield, Field, Frame, 
or simple ControlSignal (see Figure 6). A SignalLine is just one control signal output. 
The visualization of the control signals is graphically shown in an oscilloscope view (see 
chapter 4 for the user interface design). 

The visualization of the control signals is also used for testing purposes (see chapter 6). 

3.3. Object model 

The information model in Figure 6 is extended with entities in Figure 7. The design 
decisions related with the object model and the made choices are discussed in paragraph 
2.4. 

3.4. Object Specifications 

The object specifications (classes) are specified in appendix B. The UML model that is 
extracted out of this model is discussed in the next paragraph. 

3.5. UML Model 

The final UML Model shown in Figure 8 is made with Rational Rose Professional C++ 
Edition (version 2003). This program is only used as a drawing tool, but it is possible to 
export the model to C++ files. As shown in the figure, the UML model matches exactly 
with the object specifications given in appendix B. 

Inheritance is a useful tool to re-use code. The final model with use of inheritance is 
shown in Figure 8. The initial model used as a start is shown in appendix C. 

In the final model, three extra classes are added: 
• One class to store the name and the number of items (CBase) 
• One class to store the pointers (2x) in arrays (CBasePointerExt) 
• One class to store all the object in the views (CAllBase) 
 

Almost all the classes will profit of these three new base classes. 
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Figure 8: UML Model with inheritance 
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3.6. The Microsoft Foundation Class Library Application Framework 

An important requirement for the application software is that the development platform 
will be Microsoft Visual C++ (6.0). This is because most of the software in our group is 
written with this software package and the Philips computer support group (COS) 
supports this software package. 

This software package is not just a compiler but also a complete environment 
(framework) with the so-called Microsoft Foundation Class Library. This framework 
provides basic functions (message map functions and event handling) that will be used in 
the project. The following paragraph describes a typical program developed with 
Microsoft Visual C++. 

3.6.1. Parts of a Visual C++ program 

A Visual C++ program, written with Microsoft Visual C++ exists of the following 4 
objects: 
• Application 
• Main window 
• View (with message map function and event handler) 
• Document 
 

Application (Addr) 

This object involves the actual Windows program. The object application fulfills three 
important tasks, namely starting the program, starting the client area and message passing 
to the client area (events). 

Main window 

This object involves the window screen complete with menu bar, title bar, work bar and 
status bar. The object main window is responsible for every action outside the client area. 

View (AddrView) 

The object view is involved with all the user interface tasks in the client area. The data in 
the program will be edited and displayed. The data that is displayed, is stored in the 
document object. The view object also takes care about message map functions and event 
handling. 
• Message map functions 

All the messages (mouse move, click of a button, lost of focus etc) are handled with 
message map functions. The skeleton is provides, the programmer must implement 
the functions. 

• Event handling 
Each view class has an UpdateAllViews function, to provide update functionality 
after a change of the document. This function is called after a change of the document 
(e.g. after an name change in the GUI). With this function, a variable is set to specify 
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which part of the document is changed. Also, a pointer to the changed object is 
passed (optional). 

Also, an OnUpdate function is implemented for each class to provide the update 
functionality. First is checked if the update is necessary for the current view class (via 
the set variable). If this is not the case, nothing is updated. If the current view class 
must be updated, this is done in this function. The programmer must provide this 
code. 

Document (AddrDoc) 

The document object is used for storing the user data. It is logical to de-couple storage 
and viewing of data, because more views can use the same data. This means that it is 
possible to open more than one document in the application program (multi document 
architecture). 

3.7. Compiler 

The compiler is an important part of the AddrDoc application program. 

The main tasks of the compiler are: 
• Converting the control signal definitions into downloadable memory tables 
• Compressing the control signal definitions, needed because the memory space in the 

digital board is limited 
• Report problems: if memory usage is not correct and/or bit usage is not correct 
 

The compiler, one of the main parts in AddrDoc, is not a general compiler known to 
compile source code. The compiler is not used to lexical analyze source code (in this case 
control signal definitions). In this case, the compiler is a converter which converts and 
compress the control signal definitions into downloadable tables. This does not mean that 
the compiler is a simple part of the program. The compiler is a complex piece of the 
software package that needs to be tested thoroughly to be sure that the compiler is bug 
free (see chapter 6). 

3.8. Memory tables for control signals 

Converting the control signal definitions into tables and grouping consecutive phases, 
sequences, subfields, fields and components together achieve the compressing of the 
control signal definitions. Figure 9 shows memory tables, which will be filled by the 
compiler. These tables will be downloaded into the digital board and/or written to mif-
files (see also chapter 4). The Altera processor will process these tables and generate the 
control signals on the digital board. 

Each table consists of a pointer to the table below (the address- and number buffers) and 
some additional buffers (the length- and repetition buffers). 
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A: Frame.mif

2: Frame_LengthBuf
1: Frame_AddrBuf

B: Frame_Fields.mif

4: Frame_RepBuf
3: Frame_NrBuf

C: Field.mif

6: Field_LengthBuf
5: Field_AddrBuf

J: ControlField.mif

19: ControlField_LengthBuf
18: ControlField_AddrBuf

D: Field_Subfields.mif

8: Field_RepBuf
7: Field_NrBuf

E: Subfield.mif

10: Subfield_LengthBuf
9: Subfield_AddrBuf

F: Subfield_Sequences.mif

12: Subfield_RepBuf
11: Subfield_NrBuf

G: Sequence.mif

14: Sequence_LengthBuf
13: Sequence_AddrBuf

H: Sequence_Phases.mif

16: Sequence_RepBuf
15: Sequence_NrBuf

I: PhaseToControl.mif
17: PhaseToControlBuf

K: ControlField_Timeslots.mif

21: ControlField_RepBuf
20: ControlField_NrBuf

L: TimeslotToControl.mif
22: TimeslotToControlBuf

Figure 9: Memory tables for control signals to write in mif-files and/or download to 
the digital board 

 

The hierarchy of the control signal generation is also visible in the memory tables: 
• Frame and used fields: 
• Buffer A (Frame.mif) and buffer B (Frame_Fields.mif) 
• AllFields and used subfields: 
• Buffer C (Field.mif) and buffer D (Field_Subfields.mif) 
• AllSubfields and used sequences: 
• Buffer E (Subfield.mif) and buffer F (Subfield_Sequences.mif) 
• AllSequences and used phases: 
• Buffer G (Sequence.mif) and buffer H (Sequence_Phases.mif) 
• AllPhases: 
• Buffer I (PhaseToControl.mif) 
• All used control signals in fields and used timeslots: 
• Buffer J (ControlField.mif) and buffer K (ControlField_TimeSlots.mif) 
• All timeslots (components of all simple control signals) 
• Buffer L (TimeslotToControl.mif) 
 

There are three types of buffers namely: 
1. Buffers A, C, E, G and J 

These buffers have an address pointer and a length value. The address pointer in the 
buffer points to the start of e.g. the field in the Field_Subfields buffer. The index of 
the buffer denotes the field number (in this case). The length value denotes the 
number of buffer values in e.g. the Field_Subfields buffer that belongs to the field. 

2. Buffers B, D, F, H and K 
These buffers have a number pointer and a repetition value. The number pointer in 
e.g. the Field_Subfields buffer points to the used subfield in the subfield buffer. The 
repetition value denotes the number of repetitions for e.g. the current used subfield. 
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3. Buffers I and L 
These two buffers (the lowest buffers in the chain) contain all unique output values of 
the control signals. One buffer value is selected each clock cycle and mapped to the 
outputs of the digital board. The two buffers (one for the hierarchy and one for the 
simple control signals) are multiplexed to the outputs of the digital board. 

3.8.1. Buffer widths and depths 

All the buffers in the chain have different buffer widths and depths depending on the 
necessary widths and depths of the control signal definitions. This means that an optimal 
buffer usage can be achieved. The adaptation of the buffer widths and depths cannot be 
dynamically adapted, because the VHDL code in the digital board cannot adapt 
dynamically to new buffer widths and depths. This is done statically by generating a 
configuration file with the buffer widths and depths. A new Altera compile session is 
required to adapt to new buffer sizes. It is also possible to assign different buffer sizes to 
different display types in AddrDoc. This is useful, because different display types require 
different buffer sizes in the hierarchy. For example, an LCD display requires a large 
sequence buffer and a PDP panel requires a large subfield buffer. 

In fact, all the buffers in the digital board together form a giant state machine. The Altera 
processor determines which output values must be selected in buffers I and L for each 
clock cycle. Processing the buffers means ripple through all the buffers until buffers I and 
L are reached for the Altera processor. 
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4. User Interface Design 
At the basis of a good design will be a solid investigation. The first step in such an 
investigation is the specification of groups of users. 

The next paragraphs will provide these specifications. 
• See paragraph 4.1 for user classes 
• See paragraph 4.2 for the user characteristics table 
• See paragraph 4.3 for the usability requirements 
• See paragraph 4.4 for the task analysis 
• See paragraph 4.5 for the user object model 

4.1. User Classes 

The following four different groups of users can be distinguished. 

 
1. Hardware designers 

This group of users is the Electrical Engineers. These engineers are responsible for 
designing the display driver board (see chapter 5). They have in-depth knowledge 
about the driver IC’s and the required control signals for these IC’s. This means that 
they will use the application software to design control signals for the matrix panel. 
The hardware designers will also use the video path settings, but not very frequently. 

This group of users is not very familiar with the digital board. They will use AddrDoc 
as a control tool to generate control signals on the digital board. 

2. VHDL designers 
This group of users is Electrical and/or Software Engineers. They are responsible for 
the VHDL-code running on the digital board. They have in-depth knowledge about 
the digital board. The VHDL designers will use AddrDoc as a test tool to test the 
implemented functions. 

3. Operators 
This group of users have different backgrounds, but all with a technical basis. They 
have no in-depth knowledge about the experimental system. They will use AddrDoc 
as a tool to setup the matrix panel. 

4. Experts 
This group/person are Software Engineers. They have expert knowledge about 
AddrDoc and moderate knowledge about the experimental system. They will use 
AddrDoc as a tool to setup the matrix panel and to test the digital board or the 
application itself. 
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4.2. User Characteristics Table 

The characteristics of the four groups of users are shown in four tables in this paragraph. 
 

User group Hardware designers (number of users: 1) 
Characteristic Remarks Demand application 
How much will the program be 
used? 

4 hours/week  

Computer skills Moderate GUI according to MS Style guide 
Needed training Course 1 day  
Mandatory use? Yes  
Motivation for use program Flexibility and efficient use of 

capabilities digital board 
 

Purpose for use program Designing control signals and 
setup video path 

Flexibility of program, especially 
control signal generation module 

 
User group VHDL designers (number of users: 2) 
Characteristic Remarks Demand application 
How much will the program be 
used? 

1 hour/week  

Computer skills High  
Needed training Course 1 day  
Mandatory use? No  
Motivation for use program Easy and efficient test of new 

functions in digital board 
 

Purpose for use program Test functionality digital board Low-level test functionality 

 
User group Operators (number of users: 4) 
Characteristic Remarks Demand application 
How much will the program be 
used? 

4 hours/week  

Computer skills Moderate  
Needed training Course 4 hours  
Mandatory use? Yes  
Motivation for use program No/little knowledge about 

experimental system 
 

Purpose for use program Setup matrix panel Simple easy to use program. 
Storing of settings in file 

 
User group Experts (number of users: 1) 
Characteristic Remarks Demand application 
How much will the program be 
used? 

1 day/week  

Computer skills High  
Needed training No  
Mandatory use? Yes  
Motivation for use program Owner of program  
Purpose for use program Adapt functionality program, 

add new functionality, setup 
matrix panel 
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4.3. Usability Requirements 

To test afterwards if the application is useful for every group of users, it is necessary to 
define what a good application is in advance. Usability requirements are defined in the 
table below. 

 
User characteristic User group Scenario Value to 

measure 
Lowest accep-
table value 

Planned 
value 

Best 
value 

Learning time Operators Scenario 1 Duration 16 hours 8 hours 4 hours 
Performance program Experts Scenario 2 Duration 1 minute 20 

seconds 
5 seconds 

Flexibility program Hardware 
designers 

Scenario 3 Total score 70 85 100 

Mistakes made by user Operators Scenario 4 Total score 80 95 100 
Define control signals Hardware 

designers 
Scenario 5 Time 30 minutes 20 

minutes 
10 
minutes 

Adapt video path settings VHDL 
designers 

Scenario 6 Time 8 minutes 5 minutes 1 minute 

Test digital board VHDL 
designers 

Scenario 7 Total Score 100 100 100 

Satisfaction users Operators Scenario 8 Total Score 60 80 100 

4.3.1. Explanation of the scenarios 

Scenario 1: The operators will be following a course with a duration of one day. All 
aspects of the program are covered, but the definition of control signals 
does not have the highest priority. The time to complete the course will be 
monitored. 

Scenario 2: An existing set of control signals will be defined in the program, and 
compiled and send to the digital board. The time to compile and send the 
set of control signals will be monitored. 

Scenario 3: A few totally different set of control signals for different types of matrix 
panels must be entered into the program. A test panel will judge the 
results and give points for the flexibility of the program. 

Scenario 4: A to-do list must be finished by a test person. The number of problems 
and mistakes will be counted and a test panel will give points. 

Scenario 5: A given set of control signals must be entered into the program and 
visualized in the program. The total time to complete this taks will be 
monitored. 

Scenario 6: A given list of all the video path settings must be set in the digital board. 
The program will be used to do this. The total time to setup the video path 
will be monitored. 

Scenario 7: A set of defined control signals will be visualized, and send to the digital 
board. No differences between the visualized control signals, the compiled 
control signal tables, and the signals on the outputs of the digital board 
may occur. See chapter 6 for details. 
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Scenario 8: A questionnaire must be filled in by the operators. The total number of 
points will be counted. 

4.3.2. Testing the scenarios 

The AddrDoc application software will be introduced and used in phases. A close 
cooperation with the users of the program will make the introduction of the program 
easy, and problems and/or bugs with/in the program will be fixed. It is clear that the 
above scenarios are important, and needs to be checked if the program is up and running. 
This will not be done in a formal way, but informally. This is because the AddrDoc 
application program will be used in a research environment. 

It is much more important that it is totally clear that the defined control signal definitions 
are consistent and correct compiled. Therefore, a profound test case must be evaluated to 
get sure that the control signal definitions and the visualization of these signals are 
correct. This test method is described in chapter 6. 

4.4. Task Analysis 

To get insight in which parts of the program will be used by which group of users, the 
user tasks will be summed up. This knowledge will be used in the design of the program. 
Specific desires of user groups will be taken into account.  

 

User tasks: 

• Define control signals 

Explanation: This task includes the definition of control signals in a hierarchical 
way. The control signals are built up in a bottom-up approach. A 
description of the hardware is made at the lowest levels and a 
description about the addressing scheme is made at the highest levels. 
The definitions can be saved to and loaded from file. 

• Compile control signals 

Explanation: The defined control signals will be compiled. This means checking if 
the definitions are legal and a kind of data compression will be 
applied. Also is checked if the definitions will fit into the memory of 
the digital board. 

• Download control signal definitions 

Explanation: The compiled and compressed control signal definitions will be 
downloaded to the digital board by using the I2C-bus. After 
downloading, the outputs of the digital board are configured as 
defined in the definitions. 
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• Upload control signal definitions 

Explanation: The control signal definitions that are present in the digital board can 
be uploaded. This functionality will be mainly used for testing 
purposes. 

• Visualize control signals 

Explanation: The defined control signals will be visualized. This visualization looks 
like an oscilloscope. This is the most convenient view for a hardware 
designer. It is possible to zoom-in on control signals or to select a 
different part in the hierarchy. 

• Print control signals 

Explanation: The defined control signals will be printed. This is possible in two 
ways. A textual form prints the defined signals just as defined in all 
the hierarchical views. A graphical form prints the defined control 
signals as shown in the ‘oscilloscope’. 

• Check control outputs bit usage 

Explanation: The outputs that are available, defined and used will be shown. The 
user can see which outputs are free/defined/used in a moment 

• Check memory usage 

Explanation: This function shows the amount of configuration memory that will be 
used if the control signal definitions are downloaded into the digital 
board. 

• Low-level read/write from/to memory locations on digital board 

Explanation: This functionality allows the user to manually override functions or to 
check memory locations on the digital board. It is possible to read or 
write to a single memory location or to read/write tables of 
configuration data at once. Maybe, it is desirable to protect this 
functionality with a password, because it is an expert function and can 
damage hardware if used in a wrong way. 

• Write video path settings to digital board 

Explanation: The data path settings (e.g. brightness, contrast, gamma, dithering, …) 
are written to the digital board. It is possible to check the current 
setting before writing the new setting to the digital board. All video 
path settings can also be written at once. 

• Check version hard- and software blocks in digital board 

Explanation: The version of all the hard- and software blocks can be checked, 
mainly for maintenance and software update purposes. 
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Tasks grouped by user group 
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Define control signals √   √ 
Compile control signals √ √ √ √ 
Download control signal definitions √ √ √ √ 
Upload control signal definitions  √   
Visualize control signals √   √ 
Print control signals √  √ √ 
Check control outputs bit usage √   √ 
Check memory usage √ √  √ 
Low-level read/write from/to memory locations on digital board √ √  √ 
Write video path settings to digital board √ √ √ √ 
Check version hard- and software blocks in digital board  √  √ 

4.5. User Object Model 

The main user interface of AddrDoc will consist of a hierarchical user interface to define 
control signals in a hierarchical way. This hierarchical method is derived from the way of 
thinking by defining control signals. A hardware engineer will first think in a low-level 
manner how to provide the driver IC’s with the correct control signals, and in a last step 
in a high-level manner how the complete addressing scheme will be built up. 

All the objects of the AddrDoc application software (the structure of the program) are 
shown in Figure 10. All the main windows/dialogs/views are shown in this figure (the 
yellow rectangles). 

 

The design of all these windows and dialogs will be discussed in the next paragraphs: 
• The hierarchy that AddrDoc will provide to define control signals in a flexible way 

will be explained in paragraph 4.6.1 
• An schematic overview of AddrDoc is discussed in paragraph 4.6.3 
• The communication of AddrDoc with the digital board is discussed in paragraph 4.6.4 
• The GUI design of the hierarchy of AddrDoc is discussed in paragraph 4.7 
• The GUI design of the extra view for designing simple control signals is discussed in 

paragraph 4.8 
• The GUI design of the graphical representation of the control signals is discussed in 

paragraph 4.9 
• The GUI design of the tools of AddrDoc is discussed in paragraph 4.10 
• The GUI design of the video path settings is discussed in paragraph 4.11 
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4.6. Structure of AddrDoc 

The structure of AddrDoc highly depends on the design presented in chapter 3. This 
paragraph will describe the hierarchy of AddrDoc, an schematic overview of the parts of 
AddrDoc and the communication of AddrDoc with the digital board. 

4.6.1. Hierarchy of AddrDoc 

AddrDoc must be used in a hierarchical way. There are 6 views, in which the user can 
define all the control signals in a structured way. 

These views are: 
• Frame view 
• Field view 
• Subfield view 
• Sequence view 
• Phase view 
• Machine view 
An extra view not participating in the hierarchy: 
• Control view 
 

These views will be discussed in detail in paragraph 4.7 and paragraph 4.8. The general 
idea of these views will be discussed in this paragraph. 

 

Machine

Phase

Sequence

Subfield

Frame

Field

Control signal

All states of parts of hardware
parts: e.g. "RowDriver", "ColDriver", "LampContr"

Simple control signals, e.g. HS, VS, DE

Collection of full system states

Order and length of phases

Addressing scheme

Order and repetitions of
sequences, subfields and fields

Hierarchy AddrDoc

 
Figure 11: Hierarchy AddrDoc 

4.6.2. Explanation of the views in the hierarchy 

The lowest view in the hierarchy is the Machine view, which is used to describe all states 
of all parts of the hardware. Examples of such parts are a row driver or column driver. In 
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this view, state machines describing all states of the hardware must be designed. The 
hardware is split up in parts to make the design process easier (separation of concerns). 

The next view in the hierarchy is the Phase view. This view is used to define the full 
collection of system states (unique states, so-called timeslots). 

The next view in the hierarchy is the Sequence view. In this view, the defined phases in 
the Phase view can be grouped together to a sequence. In this view, a period (duration in 
clock ticks) must be assigned to each phase in the sequence. 

The highest three views of AddrDoc (Subfield view, Field view and Frame view) are 
more or less the same. In these three views, the address scheme to be implemented can be 
built up. 

A separate view, called the control signal view, is available to define simple control 
signals such as clocks, syncs etc. The hierarchy of AddrDoc is shown in Figure 11 and 
an example of a set control signals that is build up in a hierarchical way is shown in 
Figure 12. 

 

Frame level

Field level

Subfield level

Sequence level

Phase level

odd frame even frame

subfield 0 subfield 1 subfield 2 subfield 5subfield 3 subfield 4

erase address sustain 4

pre-address post-addressaddr row addr rowaddr rowaddr rowaddr rowaddr rowaddr rowaddr row

select row clock dataset data idle

Machine
level

Example hierarchy AddrDoc

 
Figure 12: Example of control signals built up in a hierarchical way 

4.6.3. Schematic overview of AddrDoc 

The discussed views are the main parts of AddrDoc. For all views, a distinction between 
the data storage and the user interface can be made. The Sequence view, Subfield view, 
Field view, Frame view and Control view can be visualized (graphical instead of textual) 
in the Visualize view. A detailed discussion of all the views is given in paragraph 4.7 -
4.9. 
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Figure 13: Parts of AddrDoc 

 

Another main part of AddrDoc is the compiler. The compiler compresses and converts 
the defined control signals into Memory Initialization Files (mif-files) and/or sends the 
control signals directly to the digital board. 

The following options are available: 
• Generate mif-files (see paragraph 3.7 for details) 
• Write control signal definitions to digital board 
• Both 
 

The sources to be compiled are: 
• AddrDoc (the open document) 
• Mif-files (select and read mif-files and parse data) 
 

A schematic overview of AddrDoc is shown in Figure 17. All the main parts of the 
program are shown: the hierarchy of the data storage, the hierarchy of the visualization 
(GUI) and the compiler. 

4.6.4. Communication with digital board 

AddrDoc must be operating as a stand-alone program. It is not necessary to use this 
program in combination with a digital board.  It must also be possible to use AddrDoc if 
no interaction with the digital board is required. Control signal definitions can be defined 
offline, and if required, sent to the digital board. 
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AddrDoc can be used in 2 ways (see Figure 14): 

1. Statically: 

All the control signals can be defined, and finally, memory initialization-files (MIF-
files) can be generated. These MIF-files can be linked together with the firmware of 
the digital board with Altera software. The result is a configuration file that can be 
uploaded to the flash memory of the digital board. The result is a digital board that 
can operate without AddrDoc. The disadvantage of this option is that the generated 
set of control signals is fixed. 

2. Dynamically: 

All the defined control signals and all the video path settings can be uploaded to the 
digital board. The settings will be written directly to the configuration memory (by 
means of a microcontroller). If this way of communication with the digital board is 
needed, an I2C cable must be connected to the digital board and the LPT-port of the 
PC. Also, a software package containing device drivers and a dynamic link library 
must be installed. The big advantage of this method is that it is possible to change the 
control signal definitions on the fly and write all the (video path) settings to the 
digital board. 

 

User

User

AddrDoc

AddrDoc

Control
signal

definitions

Control
signal

definitions

Video
path

settings

Video
path

settings

1: Statically communication:

2: Dynamically communication:

MIF-file
generation

Firmware

Altera software
Configuration-
file generatior

Digital board

Digital board

Firmware
(VHDL code)

µProc.

Driver software (I2C)

Firmware
(VHDL code)

µProc.I2C
Driver

 
Figure 14: 2 ways of communication 

 

All the control signals can be defined, and finally, mif-files can be generated. The digital 
board is only necessary if the control signal definitions must be directly written to the 
memory (by means of a micro controller) or parts of the memory of the digital board 
must be read of written (e.g. gamma tables). 

If communication with the digital board is needed, an I2C cable must be connected to the 
digital board and the LPT-port of the PC. Also, a software package containing device 
drivers and a dynamic link library (DB3_control.dll) must be installed (see appendix H). 
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4.7. GUI design of hierarchy AddrDoc 

All views of AddrDoc will be discussed in this chapter. First the 6 views concerning the 
hierarchy of AddrDoc will be discussed. 

 

These 6 views are: 
• Machine view (see paragraph 4.7.1) 
• Phase view (see paragraph 4.7.2) 
• Sequence view (see paragraph 4.7.3) 
• Subfield view (see paragraph 4.7.4) 
• Field view (see paragraph 4.7.5) 
• Frame view (see paragraph 4.7.6) 
 

Next, the Control view (see paragraph 4.8.1) will be discussed. This view is used to 
define ‘simple’ control signals that are not defined in the AddrDoc hierarchy. 

Last but not least, the Visualize view (see paragraph 4.9.1) is discussed. This view is 
used to visualize all defined control signals (without downloading them to the digital 
board). This view can best be compared with an oscilloscope. 

 

The object model presented in Figure 7 is closely related with the GUI design. This is 
graphically shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Control signal generation Object model and  linkage with GUI 

 

All the GUIs are designed in Microsoft Visio. This is a relatively easy task in Visio, and 
the result is an almost exactly representation of a Microsoft compatible user interface. All 
the views are explained in detail in appendix E. See appendix F for screenshots of the 
program. 
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4.7.1. Machine view 

The lowest part of the hierarchy, the Machine view (see Figure 16), is used to describe 
all the parts of the hardware (e.g., a RowDriver or ColDriver). 

Before defining all the StateMachines in the Machine view, the user must ‘design’ state 
machines for all different parts of the hardware. It is clear that the user must have 
knowledge about the driver electronics. If the user is not experienced, it is useful to 
‘play’ with the settings in all views and check the result in the visualize view (see 
paragraph 4.9.1). 

 

The next items are important for designing the state machines: 
• The number of functional or logical parts of the driver electronics (equal with the 

number of machines) 
• Number of necessary control signals for each StateMachine (is the hardware enriched 

with decode logic or not?) 
• The number of states of the StateMachine. It is possible to define 2 states (with 

different names) with equal state codes. This differs from the ‘normal’ definition of 
state machines 

• Which states are forbidden? (e.g., define all possible states or only the used state, to 
prevent ‘forbidden‘ states) 

• Will the StateMachine (the block of control signals) be part of the hierarchy, or are the 
control signal(s) so simple, that it is useful to define these signals in the Control view? 
(see paragraph 4.8.1) 
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Figure 16: Machine view 
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4.7.2. Phase view 

The next part of the hierarchy, the Phase view (see Figure 17), is used to describe the 
collection of all system states. A system state is actually a timeslot (combination of states 
of StateMachines). In this view, all timeslots must be defined (without giving them a 
duration). 

 

The next items are important for designing the phases: 
• The number of StateMachines (control signals) participating in the timeslot. All the 

control signals of the StateMachines not participating in the phase are not defined, so 
‘zero’ during the timeslot. So, it is better to always use all defined StateMachines in 
every phase 

• Has the phase (e.g. AddressRow) a minimal required phase width? (setup time driver 
IC). If so, this minimal required phase width (in clock ticks) can be entered in this 
view. This is easy in the Sequence view (see paragraph 4.7.3), where a period (in 
clock ticks) for each phase in a sequence is defined 
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Figure 17: Phase view 

4.7.3. Sequence view 

The subsequent step is combining phases into a sequence, which make up a specific 
block in the addressing scheme. This must be done in the Sequence view (see Figure 18). 
This level of the hierarchy is the only level where timing information is entered. The total 
width (in clock ticks) of a sequence is the sum of the widths of all phases selected in the 
sequence. 
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The next item is important for designing the sequences: 
• Is the entered phase width equal or greater than the minimal required phase width? 

(entered in the phase view for that phase). If not, a warning message is displayed. If 
the user don’t want the program to check all entered phase widths in the sequence 
view, it is possible to disable this feature 
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Actions
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Figure 18: Sequence view 

4.7.4. Subfield view 

The fourth view in the hierarchy is the Subfield view (see Figure 19). This view in the 
hierarchy combines consecutive sequences into a subfield. Smart usage of this view (also 
for Field view and Frame view) dramatically decreases the complexity of an addressing 
scheme defined in AddrDoc. 

 

The next item is important for designing the subfields: 
• It is not necessary to use this view to define ‘dedicated’ subfields used for addressing 

schemes to address plasma panels. This view is just a layer in the hierarchy. The name 
is inherited from Plasma Display Panels (PDP), because these panels use subfields to 
generate light 
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Subfield View
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Figure 19: Subfield view 

4.7.5. Field view 

The fifth view in the hierarchy is the Field view (see Figure 20). This view in the 
hierarchy combines consecutive subfields into a field. Smart usage of this view (also for 
Subfield view and Frame view) dramatically decreases the complexity of an addressing 
scheme defined in AddrDoc. 
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Figure 20: Field view 
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4.7.6. Frame view 

The highest view in the hierarchy is the Frame view (see Figure 21). This view in the 
hierarchy combines consecutive fields into a frame. There is only one frame possible. 
Smart usage of this view (also for Subfield view and Frame view) dramatically decreases 
the complexity of an addressing scheme defined in AddrDoc. 

 

The next item is important for designing the frame: 

• Every field listed in the list view is also actually used for the control signal generation 
(if the number of repetitions for the field is larger than zero). In all the lower views of 
the hierarchy, it is possible to define fields, subfields, sequences, phases and state 
machines that are not used for the control signal generation. Also, the fields used in 
the frame are important for the simple control signals defined in the Control view 
(see paragraph 4.8.1). Only simple control signals assigned to a field used in the 
Frame view are generated 
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Figure 21: Frame view 

4.8. GUI design of Extra view for simple control signals 

Sometimes, it is useful and necessary to define extra control signals (e.g. trigger signals, 
sync pulses, polarity signals etc). It is possible to define these signals in the Machine 
view and use them in the hierarchy, but this is far too complicated to enter these simple 
signals in all the views of the hierarchy. This is because extra phases, sequences, 
subfields and fields must be defined were the signals are used. Also, the flexibility of 
AddrDoc will reduce (e.g. it is not easy to change a huge addressing scheme), and a lot of 
extra and useful features of the Control view can’t be used. 
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For all simple control signals, the Control view is available (see paragraph 4.8.1 and 
Figure 22). 

4.8.1. Control view 

The next items are important for designing simple control signals: 
• This is the only view, where it is possible to not use it (number of simple control 

signals is zero). In all other views in the hierarchy, at least one state machine, phase, 
sequence, subfield, field and frame exists 

• The user must enter a bit number for every control signal. A bit number can be used 
twice, if the signal is applicable for different fields 

• It is possible to define control signals which are repeated for all fields selected in the 
Frame view 

• It is easy to invert a control signal by switching the polarity of the signal 
• If a simple control signal is defined with a period larger than the period of the field 

selected for the simple control signal, the last part of the simple control signal will be 
cut off 

• It is possible to make clock signals in an easy way (the frequency of this clock signal 
is half the clock frequency of the digital board at most) 
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Figure 22: Control view 
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4.9. GUI design of Graphical representation of control signals 

4.9.1. Visualize view 

The Visualize view is the only view not participating in defining control signals in 
AddrDoc. The Visualize view is shown in Figure 23. This view is not used to define 
control signals, but for showing these defined signals. This is done in a graphical way 
(the textual way is just the print option available in all the other views). 

The Visualize view can be best compared with an oscilloscope. It is much easier to check 
all defined signals in this view, than measure on the outputs of the digital board. It is also 
possible to generate output files (table-files) of the displayed control signals, which can 
be used to debug the firmware of the digital board (see chapter 6). 

 

Visualize Graph
GraphType selection

Type

Name PosField

NrOfSignals 9

TotalTime 456

Actions

Draw graph
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Save graph

Print graph
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Field

GraphWindow

 
Figure 23: Visualize view 

4.10. GUI Design of tools AddrDoc 

The GUI design of the most important tools of AddrDoc is described in the following 
paragraphs. 

 

These tools are: 
• Compiler dialog (see paragraph 4.10.1) 
• Memory usage dialog (see paragraph 4.10.2) 
• Bit usage dialog (see paragraph 4.10.3) 
• Read/Write from/to digital board dialog (see paragraph 4.10.4) 
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4.10.1. Compiler dialog 

The compiler (see Figure 24) is responsible for compressing the control signal 
definitions and converting the definitions into mif-tables (memory initialization tables). 
Before doing this, the memory usage (see Figure 25) is calculated if the compiler is 
started. If all control signals will fit into the memory of the digital board, the bit usage 
will be calculated (see Figure 26). If the bit usage is also correct, the control signals will 
be compiled (data compression). If the set of defined control signals does not fit or the bit 
usage is not correct, an error message will be generated and the corresponding dialog will 
be invoked. 

It is possible to stop the compiler during compilation (compiler runs in a thread). It is 
also possible to generate mif-files (for test- or storage purposes), write the settings to the 
digital board, or both. The sources to compile are the definitions in AddrDoc or mif-files. 

 

Compiler

Compiler options
Generate mif-files
Write to digital board
Both

Source
AddrDoc
Mif-files Select folder

Start compiler Stop compiler Exit
 

Figure 24: Compiler dialog 

4.10.2. Memory usage dialog 

With the Memory usage dialog (see Figure 25), the user can check of the current set of 
defined control signals will fit in the digital board. Also, the hierarchy of the mif-files 
(with all the buffers containing the compressed data representing the defined control 
signals) is shown. If the memory usage is not correct, it is not possible to generate mif-
files or download the control signal definitions to the digital board. 

4.10.3. Bit usage dialog 

The check bit usage dialog is a helpful tool to check if (output) bits are defined correctly. 
This means, if the output bit is defined, and if used, if it is used once or more than once. 
The window is shown in Figure 26. If the bit usage is not correct, it is not possible to 
generate mif-files or download the control signal definitions to the digital board. 

4.10.4. Read/Write from/to digital board dialog 

The read/write from/to digital board command is only for experienced users. Therefore, a 
password is required to access this window. The window is shown in Figure 27. With 
this window, it is possible to read from or write to the digital board manually. A single 
register value and/or a whole table can be read or written. If a whole table must be 
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written to the digital board, a mif-file containing the table must be selected in a file 
dialog. If a table is read from the digital board, an output file must be selected. 
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L: Used: 4 locations -> OK!

OK
 

Figure 25: Memory usage dialog 
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Figure 26: Bit usage dialog 
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Read/Write from/to digital board

Read/write single register value

Address A080

Value 16
Hex Dec

Read value Write value

Read/write table

Address A080

NrOfRegisters 10

Hex Dec

Read table Write table

Exit
 

Figure 27: Read/Write from/to digital board dialog 

4.11. GUI Design of video path settings 

The next items are all video path related settings. For almost all dialogs, a user interface 
is designed. Two simple dialogs (dithering and revision blocks) are not designed. These 
dialogs are very simple. 

 

The video path settings are: 
• Display type (see paragraph 4.11.1) 
• Video Input Selection (see paragraph 4.11.2) 
• Video Format (see paragraph 4.11.3) 
• Sync Generator (see paragraph 4.11.4) 
• Brightness/Contrast/Gamma (see paragraph 4.11.5) 
• Dithering (See paragraph 4.11.6) 
• Switch DA Output (see paragraph 4.11.7) 
• Test Pattern Generator (see paragraph 4.11.8) 
• Revision Blocks (see paragraph 4.11.9) 
 

Almost all the windows have a ‘status digital board’ part. In this part, two checkboxes 
can be checked. The first checkbox (write) enables writing to the digital board, the 
second checkbox (read) enables reading from the digital board. If the “Write Settings to 
digital board” is checked, all settings from all windows will be written to the digital 
board. The write options and read options will be disabled if the communication fails. 
The read option can be used to check if the current setting in the digital board is correct. 

4.11.1. Display type dialog 

Figure 28 shows the Display Type window. The display type setting is very important. 
The display type affects memory usage settings (display dependent). This setting is also 
built in the firmware of the digital board. The selected display type in the program must 
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match with the display type of the digital board. If the display type does not match, it is 
not possible to download control signals in the digital board. 

With this setting, it is possible to make several digital boards with different functionality, 
each for a display type. There is also the possibility to implement display dependant 
options in AddrDoc. 

 

Display type

Display type

Foil

PDP

PolyLED

LCD

Other

Status digital board
Read from digital board

OK Cancel

Settings digital board

Display type LCD

 
Figure 28: Display type dialog 

4.11.2. Video input dialog 

Figure 29 shows the video input selection window. It is possible to use a number of 
video inputs. An RGB-, LVDS- and DVI-input are available. It is also possible to use the 
built-in test pattern generator. 

 

Video input

Video
input

Test Pattern Generator

RGB

LVDS

DVI

Digital board

Switch video input
RGB input
LVDS input

DVI input
Test pattern generator

Status digital board
Write to digital board

Read from digital board

OK Cancel

Settings digital board

Video input RGB input

 
Figure 29: Video input dialog 

4.11.3. Video format dialog 

Figure 30 shows the Video Format window. The refresh rate can be adjusted in this 
window. Another nice feature is that the number of (active) pixels and the number of 
(active) lines for the RGB-, LVDS- and DVI-input are shown (only if a video source is 
connected to that input). 
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Video format
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Status digital board
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Settings digital board
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Figure 30: Video format dialog 
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Figure 31: Sync generator dialog 
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4.11.4. Sync generator dialog 

Figure 31 shows the Sync Generator window. In this window, the Hsync, Vsync and the 
video output windows could be adjusted. This window is only for experienced users! 
Normally, these settings do not change very frequently. 

4.11.5. Brightness/Contrast/Gamma dialog 

Figure 32 shows the Brightness/Contrast/Gamma window. It is possible to enable or 
disable the brightness, contrast and gamma settings in the digital board. The brightness 
and contrast can be adjusted between 0 and 1. The gamma can be adjusted between 1 and 
3. The different values can be adjusted for each color separately, or for all three colors 
together (if link check-box is checked). 

Note that the desired gamma curve is not the same for all display types. The 
implementation of this block in the digital board must match with the desired display 
type. 
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0.5
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2.4
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Brightness

Contrast
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OK Default values Cancel

 
Figure 32: Brightness/Contrast/Gamma dialog 

4.11.6. Dithering dialog 

The dithering window is a very simple dialog. The only option available is enabling or 
disabling the dithering of the video data. 

4.11.7. DA Output dialog 

Figure 33 shows the DA Output window. This window can be used to configure the DA 
Output video switch. 
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DA Output

Video
input Gamma

Video output

Dithering

Gamma output

Dithering
output

Switch DA Output
Video output
Gamma output
Dithering output

Status digital board
Write to digital board

Read from digital board

OK Cancel

Settings digital board

DA Output Gamma output

 
Figure 33: DA Output dialog 

 

It is possible to connect a monitor to the digital board to check the video stream. The 
actual video output (connected with the driver board) will not be influenced, but this 
option is only to check if the video data is adapted correctly (gamma and dithering). The 
available output options are graphically shown and listed in the DA Output window. 

4.11.8. Test pattern generator dialog 

Figure 34 shows the test pattern generator dialog. The user can select a number of simple 
test patterns with 2 colors. 

 

A number of patterns can be selected: 
• Disabled (no pattern) 
• Uniform 
• Horizontal gradient 
• Vertical gradient 
• Horizontal lines 
• Vertical gradient 
• Checkerboard 
• Horizontal staircase 
• Vertical staircase 
 

For each test pattern, two colors and a width and height can be adjusted. It is possible to 
preview the selected test pattern with the preview button. This option requires an extra 
program (“TestPatternGenerator.exe”) written by Frank Budzelaar. The options selected 
in this dialog are send to the digital board. The board calculates the actual test pattern, so 
some of the test patterns require some calculation time! 
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Test pattern generator
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Test pattern settings

Pattern type

Red1 0
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Preview Reset
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Settings digital board
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Horizontal lines
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Figure 34: Test pattern generator dialog 

4.11.9. Revision blocks dialog 

The Revision of the function blocks of the digital board are listed in the version and build 
window. The software blocks are the blocks related with the micro controller software 
and the hardware blocks are the VHDL-code (Altera) blocks. This information is 
primarily meant for users, who want to change the firmware of the digital board. 
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5. Environment 
As stated in [GACSaE], [AddrDocURS] and [AddrDocSRS], the current user software 
(LabView programs) is highly inflexible and not user friendly. This is the main reason 
why the new application software AddrDoc will be developed. This means also that 
besides the user software, low-level communication software (PC control software and 
firmware) is available. 

An advantage of the availability of the environment (hard- and software) is that it is not 
needed to develop new hardware and (system) software. A disadvantage of the existing 
system software is some inflexibility in designing the application program in respect with 
communication protocols and usage of the experimental system (the environment). 

The next paragraphs describe the environment, both hardware and software, in which the 
application program will be used and the limitations and constraints applied for the 
AddrDoc user software (with respect with the existing system software). 

5.1. Hardware 

Basically, six important parts build up the entire experimental system (see Figure 35). 
1. Video board 
2. Digital board (DB3) (see paragraph 5.1.1) 
3. PC with application software to develop (AddrDoc) 
4. Interface board 
5. Display driver board 
6. Matrix display 
 

Video board
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keyboard
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VSync,
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application
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VGA
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DAC

Video
data

Control
data

PC
graphics

video

TV domain
video processing

Display
processing

Display
driving

Display &
pixel circuitry

Display
driver board

Matrix
display

 
Figure 35: Experimental system to drive a matrix display 
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The video board, the interface board and the display driver board and the matrix panel 
are less important to discuss into detail now. The video board is responsible for all pixel 
related operations, scaling, de-interlacing etc. The interface board is only a conversion 
board in-between the digital board and the display driver board to connect different 
connectors between these two boards. The display driver board is a dedicated board with 
row- and column driver IC’s to drive the attached matrix panel. The most important part, 
namely the digital board, will be discussed in the next paragraphs. 

5.1.1. Digital board (DB3) 

DB3 is a digital board made internally in Philips. It is a small board of about 21x12 cm 
(see Figure 36). This board is capable of receiving digital video and displaying the 
received video information on a matrix panel (by means of the display driver board). This 
includes the generation of the correct control signals for all driver IC’s placed on the 
display driver board between the digital board and the matrix display. 

 

 
Figure 36: The digital board that must be controlled with a PC with application 

software 
 

The main parts on the digital board are: 
• Altera IC EP20K1000EFC672-1X with EPC2 and Jtag interface 
• SDRAM MB81F643242B (128k) 
• µP HD64F2148 with RS232 and I2C interface (Hitachi-µProcessor) 
• RGB input of 8 bits each 
• 1 connector of 24 outputs, 3 connectors of 37 outputs and 1 connector of 16 outputs 
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Altera with EPC and Jtag interface 

The display control module on this board is an Altera EP20K1000EFC672. It has about 
37000 Logic Element (one Logic Element is a piece of combinatorial logic followed by a 
1 bit register), 160 memory blocks and about 500 I/O lines. After power-on, the Altera 
chip has to be filled with configuration data before it can perform a function. 

The configuration data can be stored in 6 EPC2 devices. After power-on, the Altera will 
read the configuration data from the EPC2’s and after that it will perform the 
programmed function. But it is also possible to configure the Altera via the JTAG 
interface using a byte blaster. The configuration of the Altera is lost when power is 
switched off. To preserve power, the Altera core is running on 1.8 Volt but the I/O pins 
are running on 3.3 Volt to make the interface with the other logic easy. On the DB3 
board, the Altera has a lot of connections to the outside world and other devices on the 
board. 

 

SDRAM 

To be able to manipulate the incoming video information (for example: bit slicing), two 
large memory chips are placed on DB3. These memory chips are of the SDRAM type. 
The SDRAMs have 64 Mbit each and are connected to the Altera chip. Because every 
SDRAM has a data bus of 32 bit, about 131072 (128k) memory locations are available. 
The clock frequency used on these SDRAMs is the same clock frequency as the Altera 
receives. This means that the Altera and the SDRAM are completely synchronized. How 
the SDRAM chips are used, depends on the firmware that is written for the Altera chip. 

 

µProcessor 

Although the Altera chip is the largest chip on DB3 and doing all the video input, video 
processing and video output, the Hitachi-µProcessor is the main controller on the board. 
It communicates with the environment (PC -> AddrDoc application software) and read 
and writes registers or memories in the Altera chip. 

To communicate with the outside world, two interfaces can be used: I2C and RS232. To 
be able to read and write in the Altera chip a 16 bits address and a 16 bits data bus are 
going to the Altera. Both busses are buffered. A small I2C memory chip is connected to 
the µP and can be used to hold some display parameters. Because the µP must be 
programmed, a RS232 connector is placed on DB3 to program the µP. Special software 
is needed to program the µP. 

 

Outputs 

DB3 has a large number of outputs, normally used to control all the drivers in a matrix 
display. In total 5 connectors are used. Between the Altera chip and the connector buffers 
are placed. This means also that it is not possible to use an output connector as an input. 
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5.1.2. VHDL Firmware for DB3 

There is a lot of firmware (Altera software: VHDL code) written for this board. A 
complete path from video input up to the display is already written. 

 

Video path 

The DB3 video path can be seen as a pipeline of various processing blocks: 
• Video-In 
• Windowing 
• Gamma 
• Quantization/dithering/error diffusion 
• Subfield generation 
• Subfield Scrambling 
• Output formatting 
 
Control path 

The VHDL code for the control path will be completely rewritten. The implementation of 
the VHDL-block completely depends on the design of the generation of control signals in 
AddrDoc. A profound co-operation with Albert Hoevenaars is required. 

 

Firmware changes in digital board 

The firmware on the digital board (VHDL-code) must also be adapted for the new 
designed control signal generation module. The implementation of this code will be done 
by Albert Hoevenaars. The implementation of these code will be done in close 
cooperation with William van Beek, but Albert Hoevenaars is responsible for the VHDL-
code. A technical description about the design of the control signal generation module of 
the Altera is available, but it is not necessary to share these information in this document. 

5.2. µP software + PC control software 

The two parts of the existing firm- and software that are important for the AddrDoc 
application software are the PC control software and the micro controller firmware. The 
PC control software is just a Dynamic Link Library (dll), which sends all data to the 
digital board and receive all data from the digital board. The micro controller software is 
an interface with the hardware on the digital board. 

Not only AddrDoc is able to communicate with the digital board, also other programs 
(e.g. LabView programs) that use the dll are able to communicate with the digital board. 

To configure the digital board (flash microcontroller firmware and VHDL firmware), an 
RS232 interface (com-port) and a JTAG interface (LPT-port) are necessary. 
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The µP also has the following functions: 
• Interface between the DB3 board and the host PC 
• Hide the underlying implementation from the user (in some cases). E.g. it generates 

the lookup-table for gamma / brightness / contrast from the numbers send over the 
LabView interface or AddrDoc 
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Figure 37: Software Architecture of Interface and DB3 Firmware 

 

The software architecture is shown in Figure 37. It is clearly shown that each layer in this 
architecture has its µP and PC counterparts (see different colors). 
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Figure 38: Hardware-Software Interface PC-dll – Digital Board hardware 
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The PC is not performing any real-time processing. The DB3 board runs fully 
autonomously: it only receives its configuration parameters from the PC via the LabView 
or AddrDoc interface. The PC is used for the User Interface and the definition of 
addressing scheme and subfield tables. 

Each VHDL IP block has its µP and PC counterparts (DLL, AddrDoc for UI, LabView 
for UI) for its control. The structure is shown in Figure 37. 

The I2C interface and the corresponding hardware and software components are shown 
in Figure 38. All functions available on the hardware are interfacing via a so-called 
Thunk-function on the micro controller and a Proxy function in the DLL on the PC. 
Proxy and Thunk functions have the full argument list including type specification as 
arguments. The underlying layers (Protocol) cast these parameters into or from arrays of 
bytes. The I2C interface communicates by passing bytes between the master (PC) and the 
slave (micro controller). 

The I2C interface uses the ComLayer package of Thieu Lammers, which communicates 
via the LPT-port (see Figure 37). 
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Figure 39: Communication with digital board 

 

To configure the digital board (flash micro controller firmware and VHDL firmware), a 
RS232 interface (com-port) and a JTAG interface (LPT-port) are necessary. The mif-files 
generated by AddrDoc can also be downloaded to the digital board manually with a little 
piece of hardware, called a byte blaster. This feature will also be used for testing 
purposes (see chapter 6). A schematic overview of the communication with the digital 
board is shown in Figure 39. 
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5.3. Limitations and constraints 

Besides the advantages of the existing hard- and software, some limitations and 
constraints are limit the design of the application program AddrDoc. 

 

Limitations and constrains: 
• The existing framework (.dll, firmware and hardware) will be re-used. It takes to 

much time to entirely develop a new measurement setup. The only part not working 
efficient are the LabView programs. These programs will be replaced by the AddrDoc 
application software 

• Each function is defined separate inside the framework of the dll on the PC. This 
means, the proxy function and the protocol must be defined for every function (see 
Figure 38) 

5.4. Installation of AddrDoc application software 
A short description of the installation procedure to install the application software 
AddrDoc is given in appendix H. 
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6. Test Methods 
Although the application software will not be tested extensively, it is important that test 
methods are available to test important pieces of the program. As discussed earlier, the 
application software will not be used as a product, but in a research environment. 

This chapter describes the methods that will be used to test the application program. The 
choices made to test the complete system are important, because the test methods will 
influence the design of the application software. 

The most important parts of the application program are the control signal definitions and 
the visualization of these control signals. Another important part of the program is the 
data compression of the control signals (compiler) and downloading these signals into the 
digital board. This item is discussed in paragraph 3.7. 

 

The next items are important to test: 

1. The control signals defined in the user interface must match with the visualization of 
these control signals in the Visualize view. This test is important to test the compiler 
and the visualize view 

2. The signals measured at the outputs of the digital board must match with the control 
signals defined in the application program. This test is important to test the download 
process of the control signals to the digital board and the firmware and VHDL-code 
in the digital board 

3. The compiled control signals (stored in mif-files and/or downloaded to the digital 
board) must match with the defined signals in the user interface. This test is important 
to test the I2C communication 

 

These three tests are graphically shown in Figure 40. Five parts are visible in the figure, 
namely the application software, the digital board, Altera software packages (software 
tools to develop VHDL code for Altera chips), download tools and a logic analyzer (used 
for debugging digital boards). 

 

Two extra parts of the AddrDoc application program must be developed to make all three 
tests possible. 
1. The first part is a so-called table file generator. This generator translates the 

visualized control signals into a so-called table file. A table file is a simple text file 
describing all control signals at a certain moment. Only the transitions will be stored 
in this file. This file will be used as input for comparison together with the output of 
the VHDL test bench software package. The visualized control signals and the 
compiled control signals are identical if the output of the VHDL test bench and the 
table file are identical 
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2. The second part of AddrDoc with respect to testing purposes is the part to read the 
control signal generation tables back from the digital board. An easy comparison 
between generated mif-files and the read back contents can be made if this content is 
stored in the mif-file format. The I2C communication is working correctly if the 
downloaded content is identical to the generated mif-files in AddrDoc 
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Figure 40: Several test methods to check the control signal generation process 

 

A useful device called a logic analyzer is available to analyze and debug the digital 
board. This device is also capable of storing the measured control outputs of the digital 
board. The measured signals can be visualized (oscilloscope) and written to file. This file 
can be compared to the table file generated in AddrDoc. If these two files match, the 
whole chain from control signal definition, visualization, compiling and downloading to 
the digital board can be tested. 

The three possible test methods for the experimental system are useful to test the control 
signal definition, visualization and compilation process in AddrDoc. 

For the Altera Software Package, a so-called VHDL Testbench is used to test VHDL-
code. It is important to test VHDL code, because the actual hardware can work different 
in respect with the defined VHDL-code. It is possible to include timing information with 
this test program. Together with the input files of AddrDoc (table file and mif-files), it is 
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easier to test the complete system (application software firmware, VHDL code and 
hardware). 

It is important to mention that not only the application software must be bug-free, but the 
whole experimental system including the hardware, firmware and VHDL-code must 
work correctly in co-operation with the AddrDoc application program. 

6.1. Test cases 

The only problem with testing the complete experimental system is the input of the user 
in the application program. It is difficult to test if the entered control signal definitions in 
the application program match with the meant control signal definitions. It is important 
that the user will check the Visualize view frequently to check if the entered control 
signal definitions are correct. 

No special test cases will be defined to test whole the experimental system including the 
AddrDoc application software. A set of control signal definitions will be defined in the 
AddrDoc application program that covers the whole functionality of the program and is 
complex enough to test the functionality of the complete experimental system. This set of 
control signal definitions will be downloaded to the digital board and the test described 
above will be checked to test the complete system. 

6.2. Motivation of test procedure 

A test case for a commercial (software) product is an extensive description of use cases, 
task analysis, requirements etc. It is important to develop detailed test procedures to test 
and debug such a (software) product. 

Generally, such software is written by more than one person. Developing software with 
more than one person can introduce bugs in the software (due to specification and 
interpreting problems). Because such commercial software products will be sold to 
external companies, it is important that the software is working correctly, because 
problem solving at the customer site is very expensive. 

 

However, another test procedure for the application software AddrDoc is chosen (not so 
detailed and severe). This is because the product is developed in a research environment. 
AddrDoc will be only used by researchers to drive matrix panels and built demos. It is 
important that the control signal generation and visualization is bug-free. Less important 
is a completely bug-free product. The product will evolve in time, as new display 
principles will be invented. 

The emphasis of the test methods will be that the generation and visualization of control 
signals will be bug-free. This is important because a faulty set of control signals can 
damage drive electronics and/or the matrix panel. The test method is designed for this 
purpose (see Figure 40). 
Another important goal is that the user interface is initiative and easy to use. This is 
because it must be possible to define timing- and control signals in a playful manner. 
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New inventions can be only made when this is the case. Many discussions with users of 
the application software ensures a easy to use user interface that is meant for hardware 
designers (see chapter 4). The use of the program in practice proved already that is goal 
is reached (see chapter 7). 
An extra reason to switch to other test methods is the available time and limited man 
power. The AddrDoc application software must be up and running in a relatively short 
time. 
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7. Results 
During this year, the new test environment (with the AddrDoc application software and 
the updated firmware and VHDL-code) is used to drive a so-called PolyLED display. 

Organic Light-emitting Diode (OLED) displays have attracted a lot of attention over the 
past decade and hold the promise to play a significant role in the flat-TV market. Philips 
Research decided to work on OLED television. The goal of this project is to generate 
intellectual property (IPR), test new ideas, and to learn about technical issues of OLED-
TV. As a first carrier for the project, a 13” diagonal 16:9 format demonstrator is chosen 
based on Polymer OLED technology. Photo’s of the display and the driver board are 
shown in appendix G. 

 

Using AddrDoc to control the digital board and the PolyLED matrix panel was a big 
success. The test environment is used to made Philips’ first PolyLED-TV demonstrator 
display, including the drive electronics and the display specific video processing 
algorithms. An optimised full-colour demonstrator with good video quality has been 
showed. 

AddrDoc proved that a lot of flexibility at designing control signals for matrix displays 
together with an initiative user interface contributes to generate IPR in the field of 
display driving. AddrDoc will be used in the future to drive other display principles. 
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The assignment consisted of the realization of application software for controlling a 
digital board for driving matrix panels. A complete new software program called 
AddrDoc is developed to replace the inefficient LabView programs. 
 
AddrDoc is a highly flexible application software developed in Microsoft Visual C++. 
The software works as a stand-alone program able to design all the required control 
signals for a matrix panel in a flexible way. A hierarchical approach and a graphical user 
interface are necessary to setup control signal definitions for matrix panels. This method 
already proved the success of this approach. 
 
The main challenge of the graduate project was the development of a flexible interface to 
generate control signal definitions in a flexible way and the compiler to ‘compile’ and 
compress the definitions in such a way that limited memory is required to store the defi-
nitions in the digital board. 

8.1. Extendibility 

The new test environment including the application software AddrDoc is evolving in 
time. More and more functions will be added to add functionality and to support new 
display principles. This means that it must be easy to add new functionality to the user 
software. 

It is easy to add new functions (e.g. video path settings to support new display types). It 
is also easy to change buffer widths to store the control signal definitions. This is 
necessary if different display types must be driven. 

With the written documentation (this report, URS, SRS, see paragraph 1.9), it is also easy 
to add functionality in the future, even for successors who wants to extent the 
experimental system. 

8.2. Conclusions 

All the objectives defined in paragraph 1.4 are reached. I learned a lot during this 
assignment. Especially in the field of the software design process and object oriented 
programming. Also collaboration with colleagues in other fields (Electrical Engineering) 
and translating wishes to a working software product was a real challenge. 

I look back to the graduate project with great satisfaction. The use of the application 
software to drive a PolyLED display (see chapter 7) was a big achievement. I got a lot of 
appreciation for this work. 
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8.3. Recommendations 

The recommendations that are useful for further development of the experimental system 
including the application software are listed below. 
• Adding USB2 support to the digital board and AddrDoc. Now, the I2C protocol is 

used. This protocol is outdated and transmission speeds are very low, although this is 
not a problem yet 

• Adding a possibility to edit control signal definitions graphically (in the Visualize 
view). Now, it is only possible to visualize control signals in the visualize view. This 
effort is not trivial and maybe the required time to add this functionality is not 
worthwhile the time 

8.4. Graduate Project 
I look back on an attractive graduate project with many challenges. I’m proud of the 
result and I hope that the software package AddrDoc will be used many in the future. 
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A Example to illustrate the object model 
Without having faced the problem of driving a complete display, it is difficult to understand the object 
model and the hierarchical construction of it. Therefore, the next example explains the object model in a 
more natural way. This example is a simple traffic light installation at a crossroad. The crossroad is a 
normal crossroad with two roads and four traffic lights (2 lights for the two directions at the opposite site of 
the crossing). The two lights at the opposite way of the crossroad have exactly the same behavior. 

Levels in the hierarchy and the relation with the example: 
• Machine level 

The machine level is used to describe all states of all parts of the hardware. To design a single traffic 
light, a Machine with a name TrafficLight1 is defined. Each traffic light has three outputs (NrOfState-
Bits = 3) to control the red, orange and green lamp. With three state bits, 23 = 8 different states can be 
defined, but for the traffic light, three states (NrOfStates = 3) are enough, namely the state Red (1,0,0), 
Orange (0,1,0) and Green (0,0,1). This means that all other combinations (for example 1,1,1 (all lights 
on)) cannot occur. 
 
A simple crossroad has more than one traffic light, for example four. Therefore, three other traffic 
lights (state machines) are defined (TrafficLight2…TrafficLight4). All the traffic lights are identical, 
but with a different state bit offset. Traffic light one has an offset of 0. Traffic light two has an offset 
of 3, because the first three outputs are used by traffic light one. Finally, traffic light three has an offset 
of 6 and traffic light four has an offset of 9. This means that in total 12 outputs are occupied by four 
traffic lights. These four machines describing the traffic light are stored in AllStateMachines (NrOf-
StateMachines = 4). 

• Phase level 
The phase level is used to define the full collection of system states (unique states, so-called timeslots). 
The unique time slots for the traffic lights for the cross road (with 2 roads) are: 
o Red light two traffic lights road 1 and green light two traffic lights road 2 
o Green light two traffic lights road 1 and red light two traffic lights road 2 
o Red light two traffic lights road 1 and orange light two traffic lights road 2 
o Orange light two traffic lights road 1 and red light two traffic lights road 2 
o Red light two traffic lights road 1 and red light two traffic lights road 2 

 
These phases are the 5 unique phases for a simple traffic light installation. For each phase, 4 state ma-
chines are used. 
For the first phase, state machine 1 (traffic light one) has state “red”, state machine 2 (traffic light two) 
has state “green”, state machine 3 (traffic light three) has state “red” and state machine 4 (traffic light 
four) has state “red”. So this phase describes the case if the two traffic lights at road 1 are red and the 
two traffic lights at road 2 are green. 
These five phases describing the five unique system states are stored in AllPhases (NrOfPhases = 5). 

• Sequence level 
The sequence level groups the defined phases together to a sequence. 
The sequences for the traffic lights for the cross road (with 2 roads) are: 
o Road 1 permission to drive (and road 2 not) 
o Road 2 permission to drive (and road 1 not) 

 
For the first sequence (road 1 permission to drive), the following phases are used: 
o Green light two traffic lights road 1 and red light two traffic lights road 2 
o Orange light two traffic lights road 1 and red light two traffic lights road 2 
o Red light two traffic lights road 1 and red light two traffic lights road 2 

 
A duration for each phase in the sequence must be entered. For example 50 seconds for the first phase 
(green), 5 seconds for the second phase (orange) and 5 seconds for the last phase (red). This makes a 
total time of 60 seconds. The second sequence is build up according to the same principle used for se-
quence one. 
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1 extra sequence can be defined for the crossroad. Suppose for example at night, road 1 (the main 
road) gets extra ‘green’ time. So an extra sequence can be made with an extended green light for road 
1 (for example with total time = 120 seconds instead of 60 seconds). This sequence can be used in the 
‘addressing scheme’ entered in the three highest levels. 
These three sequences are stored in AllSequences (NrOfSequences = 3). 

• Subfield- field and frame level 
The highest three levels are necessary to set up the addressing scheme. In this case, the addressing 
scheme is the ‘light plan’ for the traffic lights of the crossroad. 
A simple scheme is implemented below: 
o 2 subfields are defined: a ‘day traffic light’ subfield and a ‘night traffic light’ subfield. The ‘day’ 

subfield uses 2 sequences, namely ‘road 1 permission to drive’ and ‘road 2 permission to drive’. 
The ‘night subfield uses 2 sequences, namely ‘road 1 permission to drive extended’ and ‘road 2 
permission to drive’. The total time for this subfield is 120 seconds. 

o Finally, a field is defined to complete the scheme. 2 subfields are used in this field, namely the 
‘day traffic light’ subfield and a ‘night traffic light’ subfield. The day subfield has a repetition 
factor of 480 (16 hours (day) times 30) and the night subfield has a repetition factor of 160 (8 
hours  (night) times 20). 
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B Object specifications 
All object specifications (class descriptions) are given in this paragraph. 
 

State

StateMachine

AllStateMachines

Contains

Contains

StateName StateCode

Has name

MachineName

StateBitOffset
NrOfStateBits

NrOfStatesHas name

Identified by

Has
Uses

Contains

NrOfStateMachines

Contains

 
Figure 41: Objects in the machine level 

 
State 

ClassName CState 
General 
description 

A State is a description of the value of the output bit(s) of a StateMachine. So a state is 
a description of the state of a part of the hardware. For example, a StateMachine with 4 
state bits can have 24 = 16 different state codes. The state code indicates the state of the 
output bits. For example, a state code value of 10 (DEC) indicates that bit 0 and 2 are 
low and bit 1 and 3 are high 

Formal 
description 

StateCode = {r|r ε N ∧ r < 2NrOfStateBits} 
StateName = {r|r ε VStateName ∧ VStateName \ r = ∅} 
Name Explanation 
CState Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetStateName Returns the name of the state 
SetStateName Sets the name of the state 
GetStateCode Returns the state code, which is a description of the state of 

the output(s) (binary representation) 

Operations 

SetStateCode Sets the state code, which is a description of the state of the 
output(s) (binary representation) 

Name Explanation 
StateName (String) Variable to store the state name, used as a logical descrip-

tion for the state of the outputs assigned to the state 

Variables 

StateCode (DWORD) Variable to store the state code, which is a description of 
the state of the output(s) (binary representation) 

Constraints 0 ≤ StateCode < 2NrOfStateBits 
StateName must be unique 

 
StateMachine 

ClassName CStateMachine 
General 
description 

A StateMachine is a collection of all the valid states describing a specific part of the 
hardware. A StateMachine allocates output bits. This is done by assigning a number of 
state bits to the StateMachine, together with an offset and the number of valid states 

Formal 
description 

NrOfStates = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0 ∧ r < 2NrOfStateBits} 
StateBitOffset = {r|r ε N ∧ r < 128 - NrOfStateBits} 
NrOfStateBits = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≤ 16} 
StateMachineName = {r|r ε VStateMachineName ∧ VStateMachineName \ r = ∅} 
States ⊂ VState 
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Name Explanation 
CStateMachine Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetState Returns the state (input: state number) 
SetState Sets the state (input: state number). This function is 

used to replace an old state with a new state 
DeleteState Deletes a state (input: state number) 
InsertState Inserts a state (input: state number). 
GetStateMachineName Returns the name of the state machine 
SetStateMachineName Sets the name of the state machine 
GetStateBitOffset Returns the state bit offset. This offset is the offset of 

the first bit of the state machine related with the first 
bit (output pin) 

SetStateBitOffset Sets the state bit offset. This offset is the offset of the 
first bit of the state machine related with the first bit 
(output pin) 

GetNrOfStateBits Returns the number of state bits. 2NrOfStateBits is the 
maximum number of states that can be defined for the 
state machine. The number of state bits is equal with 
the number of outputs reserved for the state machine 

SetNrOfStateBits Sets the number of state bits. 2NrOfStateBits is the maxi-
mum number of states that can be defined for the state 
machine. The number of state bits is equal with the 
number of outputs reserved for the state machine 

GetNrOfStates Returns the number of defined states for the state 
machine (max 2NrOfStateBits) 

Operations 

SetNrOfStates Sets the number of defined states for the state ma-
chine (max 2NrOfStateBits) 

Name Explanation 
StateMachineName (String) Variable to store the state machine name, used as a 

logical description for the state machine describing a 
part of the hardware 

StateBitOffset (DWORD) Variable to store the offset of the first bit of the state 
machine related with the first bit (output pin) 

NrOfStateBits (DWORD) Variable to store the number of state bits for the state 
machine. The number of state bits is equal with the 
number of outputs reserved for the state machine 

NrOfStates (DWORD) Variable to store the number of defined states for the 
state machine 

Variables 

States (CObArray) Variable to store all the defined states. The states are 
stored in an object array (of type CState) 

Constraints 1 ≤ NrOfStates ≤ 2NrOfStateBits 
0 ≤ StateBitOffset < 128- NrOfStateBits 
0 ≤ NrOfStateBits ≤ 16 
StateMachineName must be unique 

 
AllStateMachines 

ClassName CAllStateMachines 
General 
description 

The AllStateMachines is on object to store all defined (not used!) and thus available 
state machines. All the state machines together allocate all the defined (not used!) 
control signal outputs 

Formal 
description 

StateMachines = VStateMachine “collection of all state machines” 
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Name Explanation 
CAllStateMachines Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetNrOfStateMachines Returns the total number of available (defined) 

state machines 
SetNrOfStateMachines Sets the total number of available (defined) state 

machines 
GetStateMachine Returns the state machine (input: state machine 

number) 
SetStateMachine Sets the state machine (input: state machine num-

ber). This function is used to replace an old state 
machine with a new state machine 

DeleteStateMachine Deletes a state machine (input: state machine 
number) 

Operations 

InsertStateMachine Inserts a state machine (input: state machine 
number) 

Name Explanation 
NrOfStateMachines (DWORD) Variable to store the number of defined state 

machines 

Variables 

StateMachines (CObArray) Variable to store all the defined state machines. 
The state machines are stored in an object array (of 
type CStateMachine) 

Constraints NrOfStateMachines ≥ 1 
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Figure 42: Objects in the phase level 

 
Phase 

ClassName CPhase 
General 
description 

A Phase is used to describe the collection of all valid system states. A system state is 
actually a timeslot (combination of states of state machines). A Phase combines (all) the 
state machines into a timeslot 

Formal 
description 

NrOfStateMachines = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
PhaseName = {r|r ε VPhaseName ∧ VPhaseName \ r = ∅} 
StateMachinePointers ε VStateMachine 
StatePointers ε VState 
Name Explanation 
CPhase Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetPhaseName Returns the name of the phase 

Operations 

SetPhaseName Sets the name of the phase 
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GetNrOfStateMachines Returns the number of used state machines 
in the phase 

SetNrOfStateMachines Sets the number of used state machines in 
the phase 

GetMinimalPhaseWidth Returns the minimal required phase width 
(in clock ticks) for the phase. This option 
will be used to preserve correct timings 

SetMinimalPhaseWidth Sets the minimal required phase width (in 
clock ticks) for the phase. This option will 
be used to preserve correct timings 

GetStateMachinePointer Returns the pointer to the used state ma-
chine in the phase (input: state machine 
number) 

SetStateMachinePointer Sets the pointer to the used state machine in 
the phase (input: state machine number) 

UpdateStateMachinePointers Update all the state machine pointers in 
case of an insertion of deletion of state 
machines in the phase (input: state machine 
number) 

GetStatePointer Returns the selected state of the state 
machine in the phase (input: state machine 
number) 

 

SetStatePointer Sets the selected state of the state machine 
in the phase (input: state machine number) 

Name Explanation 
PhaseName (String) Variable to store the phase name, used as a 

logical description for the phase describing 
a valid system state 

NrOfStateMachines (DWORD) Variable to store the number of used state 
machines in the phase 

MinimalPhaseWidth (DWORD) Variable to store the minimal required 
phase width (in clock ticks) for the phase 

StateMachinePointers (CDWordArray) Variable to store all the pointers to the used 
state machines. The pointers are stored in 
an object array (of type CDWordArray) 

Variables 

StatePointers (CDWordArray) Variable to store all the pointers to the 
selected states of the used state machines. 
The pointers are stored in an object array 
(of type CDWordArray) 

Constraints NrOfStateMachines ≥ 1 
PhaseName must be unique 

 
AllPhases 

ClassName CAllPhases 
General 
description 

The CAllPhases is an object to store the collection of all valid system states. A system 
state (Phase) is actually a timeslot (combination of states of state machines). All the 
phases together allocate all the defined (not used!) system states. 

Formal 
description 

Phases = VPhase “collection of all phases” 
NrOfPhases = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
Name Explanation 
CAllPhases Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetNrOfPhases Returns the total number of available (defined) phases 

Operations 

SetNrOfPhases Sets the total number of available (defined) phases 
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GetPhase Returns the phase (input: phase number) 
SetPhase Sets the phase (input: phase number). This function is used 

to replace an old phase with a new phase 
DeletePhase Deletes a phase (input: phase number) 

 

InsertPhase Inserts a phase (input: phase number) 
Name Explanation 
NrOfPhases (DWORD) Variable to store the number of defined phases 

Variables 

Phases (CObArray) Variable to store all the defined phases. The phases are 
stored in an object array (of type CPhase) 

Constraints NrOfPhases ≥ 1 
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Figure 43: Objects in the sequence level 

 
Sequence 

ClassName CSequence 
General 
description 

The CSequence object is used to combine phases into a sequence, which make up a 
specific block in the addressing scheme. This level of the hierarchy is the only level 
where timing information is entered. The total width (in clock ticks) of a sequence is the 
sum of the widths of all phases selected in the sequence. A phase width (in clock ticks) 
must be entered for each selected phase in the sequence 

Formal 
description 

NrOfPhases = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
PhaseWidth = {r|r ε N} 
SequenceName = {r|r ε VSequenceName ∧ VSequenceName \ r = ∅} 
PhasePointers ε VPhase 
Name Explanation 
CSequence Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetSequenceName Returns the name of the sequence 
SetSequenceName Sets the name of the sequence 
GetNrOfPhases Returns the number of used phases in the sequence 
SetNrOfPhases Sets the number of used phases in the sequence 
GetPhasePointer Returns the pointer to the used phase in the se-

quence (input: phase number) 
SetPhasePointer Sets the pointer to the used phase in the sequence 

(input: phase number) 
DeletePhasePointer Deletes the pointer to the used phase in the se-

quence (input: phase number) 
InsertPhasePointer Inserts the pointer to the used phase in the sequence 

(input: phase number) 
UpdatePhasePointers Update all the phase pointers in case of an insertion 

of deletion of phases in the sequence (input: phase 
number) 

Operations 

GetPhaseWidth Returns the phase width of the used phase (in clock 
ticks) (input: phase number) 
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SetPhaseWidth Sets the phase width of the used phase (in clock 
ticks) (input: phase number) 

 

GetSequenceWidth Gets the total sequence with of the sequence (in 
clock ticks) This width is the total width of all the 
used phases in the sequence 

Name Explanation 
SequenceName (String) Variable to store the sequence name, used as a 

logical description for the combination of used 
phases describing a specific block in the addressing 
scheme 

NrOfPhases (DWORD) Variable to store the number of used phases in the 
sequence 

PhasePointers (CDWordArray) Variable to store all the pointers to the used phases 
in the sequence. The pointers are stored in an 
object array (of type CDWordArray) 

Variables 

PhaseWidths (CDWordArray) Variable to store all the phase widths of the used 
phases in the sequence. The pointers are stored in 
an object array (of type CDWordArray) 

Constraints NrOfPhases ≥ 1 
PhaseWidth ≥ 0 
SequenceName must be unique 

 
AllSequences 

ClassName CAllSequences 
General 
description 

The CAllSequences is an object to store the collection of all sequences (specific blocks 
in the addressing scheme). All the sequences together allocate all the defined (not 
used!) collection of specific blocks in the addressing scheme. 

Formal 
description 

Sequences = VSequence “collection of all sequences” 
NrOfSequences = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
Name Explanation 
CAllSequences Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetNrOfSequences Returns the total number of available (defined) se-

quences 
SetNrOfSequences Sets the total number of available (defined) sequences 
GetSequence Returns the sequence (input: sequence number) 
SetSequence Sets the sequence (input: sequence number). This 

function is used to replace an old sequence with a new 
sequence 

DeleteSequence Deletes a sequence (input: sequence number) 

Operations 

InsertSequence Inserts a sequence (input: sequence number) 
Name Explanation 
NrOfSequences (DWORD) Variable to store the number of defined sequences 

Variables 

Sequences (CObArray) Variable to store all the defined sequences. The se-
quences are stored in an object array (of type CSe-
quence) 

Constraints NrOfSequences ≥ 1 
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Figure 44: Objects in the subfield level 

 
Subfield 

ClassName CSubfield 
General 
description 

The CSubfield object combines consecutive sequences into a subfield. Smart usage of 
this object (also for CField and CFrame) dramatically decreases the complexity of an 
addressing scheme. It is possible to repeat sequences in the subfield by entering the 
number of sequence repetitions 

Formal 
description 

NrOfSequences = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
NrOfSequenceRepetitions = {r|r ε N} 
SubfieldName = {r|r ε VSubfieldName ∧ VSubfieldName \ r = ∅} 
SequencePointers ε VSequence 
NrOfSequenceRepetitionsPointers = {r|r ε N} 
Name Explanation 
CSubfield Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetSubfieldName Returns the name of the subfield 
SetSubfieldName Sets the name of the subfield 
GetNrOfSequences Returns the number of used sequences in the 

subfield 
SetNrOfSequences Sets the number of used sequences in the 

subfield 
GetSequencePointer Returns the pointer to the used sequence in 

the subfield (input: sequence number) 
SetSequencePointer Sets the pointer to the used sequence in the 

subfield (input: sequence number) 
DeleteSequencePointer Deletes the pointer to the used sequence in the 

subfield (input: sequence number) 
InsertSequencePointer Inserts the pointer to the used sequence in the 

subfield (input: sequence number) 
UpdateSequencePointers Update all the sequence pointers in case of an 

insertion of deletion of sequences in the 
subfield (input: sequence number) 

GetNrOfSequenceRepetitions Returns the number of sequence repetitions 
for the used sequence in the subfield (input: 
sequence number) 

Operations 

SetNrOfSequenceRepetitions Sets the number of sequence repetitions for 
the used sequence in the subfield (input: 
sequence number) 

Name Explanation Variables 
SubfieldName (String) Variable to store the subfield name, used as a 

logical description for the combination of 
used sequences describing a specific block in 
the addressing scheme 
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NrOfSequences (DWORD) Variable to store the number of used se-
quences in the subfield 

SequencePointers (CDWordArray) Variable to store all the pointers to the used 
sequences in the subfield. The pointers are 
stored in an object array (of type CDWordAr-
ray) 

 

NrOfSequenceRepetitionsPointers 
(CDWordArray) 

Variable to store all the sequence repetitions 
of the used sequences in the subfield. The 
pointers are stored in an object array (of type 
CDWordArray) 

Constraints NrOfSequences ≥ 1 
NrOfSequenceRepetitions ≥ 0 
SubfieldName must be unique 

 
AllSubfields 

ClassName CAllSubfields 
General 
description 

The CAllSubfields is an object to store the collection of all subfields (specific blocks in 
the addressing scheme). All the subfields together allocate all the defined (not used!) 
collection of specific blocks in the addressing scheme. 

Formal 
description 

Subfields = VSubfield “collection of all subfields” 
NrOfSubfields = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
Name Explanation 
CAllSubfields Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetNrOfSubfields Returns the total number of available (defined) subfields 
SetNrOfSubfields Sets the total number of available (defined) subfields 
GetSubfield Returns the subfield (input: subfield number). This 

function is used to replace an old subfield with a new 
subfield 

SetSubfields Sets the subfield (input: subfield number) 
DeleteSubfield Deletes a subfield (input: subfield number) 

Operations 

InsertSubfield Inserts a subfield (input: subfield number) 
Name Explanation 
NrOfSubfields (DWORD) Variable to store the number of defined subfields 

Variables 

Subfields (CObArray) Variable to store all the defined subfields. The subfields 
are stored in an object array (of type CSubfield) 

Constraints NrOfSubfields ≥ 1 
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Figure 45: Objects in the field level 
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Field 
ClassName CField 
General 
description 

The CField object combines consecutive subfields into a field. Smart usage of this 
object (also for CSubfield and CFrame) dramatically decreases the complexity of an 
addressing scheme. It is possible to repeat subfield in the field by entering the number 
of subfield repetitions 

Formal 
description 

NrOfSubfields = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
NrOfSubfieldRepetitions = {r|r ε N} 
FieldName = {r|r ε VFieldName ∧ VFieldName \ r = ∅} 
SubfieldPointers ε VSubfield 
NrOfSubfieldRepetitionsPointers = {r|r ε N} 
Name Explanation 
CField Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetFieldName Returns the name of the field 
SetFieldName Sets the name of the field 
GetNrOfSubfields Returns the number of used subfields in the 

field 
SetNrOfSubfields Sets the number of used subfields in the field 
GetSubfieldPointer Returns the pointer to the used subfield in the 

field (input: subfield number) 
SetSubfieldPointer Sets the pointer to the used subfield in the field 

(input: subfield number) 
DeleteSubfieldPointer Deletes the pointer to the used subfield in the 

field (input: subfield number) 
InsertSubfieldPointer Inserts the pointer to the used subfield in the 

field (input: subfield number) 
UpdateSubfieldPointers Update all the subfield pointers in case of an 

insertion of deletion of subfields in the field 
(input: subfield number) 

GetNrOfSubfieldRepetitions Returns the number of subfield repetitions for 
the used subfield in the field (input: subfield 
number) 

Operations 

SetNrOfSubfieldRepetitions Sets the number of subfield repetitions for the 
used subfield in the field (input: subfield num-
ber) 

Name Explanation 
FieldName (String) Variable to store the field name, used as a 

logical description for the combination of used 
subfields describing a specific block in the 
addressing scheme 

NrOfSubfields (DWORD) Variable to store the number of used subfields 
in the field 

SubfieldPointers (CDWordArray) Variable to store all the pointers to the used 
subfields in the field. The pointers are stored in 
an object array (of type CDWordArray) 

Variables 

NrOfSubfieldRepetitionsPointers 
(CDWordArray) 

Variable to store all the subfield repetitions of 
the used subfields in the field. The pointers are 
stored in an object array (of type CDWordAr-
ray) 

Constraints NrOfSubfields ≥ 1 
NrOfSubfieldRepetitions ≥ 0 
FieldName must be unique 
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AllFields 
ClassName CAllFields 
General 
description 

The CAllFields is an object to store the collection of all fields (specific blocks in the 
addressing scheme). All the fields together allocate all the defined (not used!) collection 
of specific blocks in the addressing scheme. 

Formal 
description 

Fields = VField “collection of all fields” 
NrOfFields = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
Name Explanation 
CAllFields Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetNrOfFields Returns the total number of available (defined) fields 
SetNrOfFields Sets the total number of available (defined) fields 
GetField Returns the field (input: field number). This function is used 

to replace an old field with a new field 
SetFields Sets the field (input: field number) 
DeleteField Deletes a field (input: field number) 

Operations 

InsertField Inserts a field (input: field number) 
Name Explanation 
NrOfFields (DWORD) Variable to store the number of defined fields 

Variables 

Fields (CObArray) Variable to store all the defined fields. The fields are stored 
in an object array (of type CField) 

Constraints NrOfFields ≥ 1 
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Figure 46: Objects in the frame level 

 
Frame 

ClassName CFrame 
General 
description 

The CFrame object combines consecutive fields into a frame. Smart usage of this object 
(also for CSubfield and CField) dramatically decreases the complexity of an addressing 
scheme. It is possible to repeat fields in the frame by entering the number of field 
repetitions 

Formal 
description 

NrOfFields = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
NrOfFieldRepetitions = {r|r ε N} 
FrameName = {r|r ε VFrameName ∧ VFrameName \ r = ∅} 
FieldPointers ε VField 
NrOfFieldRepetitionsPointers = {r|r ε N} 
Name Explanation 
CFrame Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetFrameName Returns the name of the frame 
SetFrameName Sets the name of the frame 
GetNrOfFields Returns the number of used fields in the frame 
SetNrOfFields Sets the number of used fields in the frame 

Operations 

GetFieldPointer Returns the pointer to the used field in the frame 
(input: field number) 
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SetFieldPointer Sets the pointer to the used field in the frame (input: 
field number) 

DeleteFieldPointer Deletes the pointer to the used field in the frame 
(input: field number) 

InsertFieldPointer Inserts the pointer to the used field in the frame 
(input: field number) 

UpdateFieldPointers Update all the field pointers in case of an insertion 
of deletion of fields in the frame (input: field 
number) 

GetNrOfFieldRepetitions Returns the number of field repetitions for the used 
field in the frame (input: field number) 

 

SetNrOfFieldRepetitions Sets the number of field repetitions for the used 
field in the frame (input: field number) 

Name Explanation 
FrameName (String) Variable to store the frame name, used as a logical 

description for the combination of used fields 
describing a specific block in the addressing 
scheme 

NrOfFields (DWORD) Variable to store the number of used fields in the 
frame 

FieldPointers (CDWordArray) Variable to store all the pointers to the used fields in 
the frame. The pointers are stored in an object array 
(of type CDWordArray) 

Variables 

NrOfFieldRepetitionsPointers 
(CDWordArray) 

Variable to store all the field repetitions of the used 
fields in the frame. The pointers are stored in an 
object array (of type CDWordArray) 

Constraints NrOfFields ≥ 1 
NrOfFieldRepetitions ≥ 0 
FrameName must be unique 
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Figure 47: Objects in the simple control signal level 

 
Component 

ClassName CComponent 
General 
description 

The CComponent object is used to define a part of a single control signal. A period (in 
clock ticks) defines the length of the component. The width is the time (in clock ticks) 
of the active part (high or low depending of the polarity of the control signal) and the 
offset is the time of the passive part (high or low depending of the polarity of the 
control signal) 

Formal 
description 

Period = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≥ Width + Offset} 
Width = {r|r ε N} 
Offset = {r|r ε N} 
Name Explanation 
CComponent Copy constructor 

Operations 

operator= Copy assignment 
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operator== Equality function 
GetComponentWidth Returns the width (active part of component in clock 

ticks) of the component 
SetComponentWidth Sets the width (active part of component in clock 

ticks) of the component 
GetComponentOffset Returns the offset (passive part of component in 

clock ticks) of the component 
SetComponentOffset Sets the offset (passive part of component in clock 

ticks) of the component 
GetComponentPeriod Returns the period (length of component in clock 

ticks) of the component 

 

SetComponentPeriod Sets the period (length of component in clock ticks) 
of the component 

Name Explanation 
ComponentWidth (DWORD) Variable to store the width (active part of component 

in clock ticks) of the component 
ComponentOffset (DWORD) Variable to store the offset (passive part of compo-

nent in clock ticks) of the component 

Variables 

ComponentPeriod (DWORD) Variable to store the period (length of component in 
clock ticks) of the component 

Constraints Period ≥ Width + Offset 
Period ≥ 0 
Width ≥ 0 
Offset ≥ 0 

 
ControlSignal 

ClassName CControlSignal 
General 
description 

The CControlSignal object is useful and necessary to define extra control signals 
(trigger signals, sync pulses, polarity signals etc). The control signal can be assigned to 
a specific field  (the control signal is valid for a specific field) or to all fields (the 
control signal is valid for the whole frame). It is smart to use this object for simple 
control signals instead of defining the signals in the hierarchy, because then the number 
of phases/sequences etc. will double 

Formal 
description 

NrOfComponents = {r|r ε N ∧ r ≠ 0} 
BitNr = {r|r ε N ∧ r < 128} 
ControlSignalPolarity = {r|r ε {0,1}} 
ControlSignalName = {r|r ε VControlSignalName ∧ VControlSignalName \ r = ∅} 
FieldPointer ε VField 

Components ⊂ VComponent 
Name Explanation 
CControlSignal Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetNrOfComponents Returns the number of used components in the 

control signal 
SetNrOfComponents Sets the number of used components in the control 

signal 
GetComponent Returns the component used in the control signal 

(input: component number) 
SetComponent Sets the component used in the control signal 

(input: component number). This function is used 
to replace an old component with a new compo-
nent 

Operations 

DeleteComponent Deletes a component in the control signal (input: 
component number) 
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InsertComponent Inserts a component in the control signal (input: 
component number) 

GetControlSignalName Returns the name of the control signal 
SetControlSignalName Sets the name of the control signal 
GetControlSignalPolarity Returns the polarity (positive or negative = high 

active or low active) of the control signal 
SetControlSignalPolarity Sets the polarity (positive or negative = high 

active or low active) of the control signal 
GetBitNr Returns the bit number (the assigned output for 

the control signal) of the control signal 
SetBitNr Sets the bit number (the assigned output for the 

control signal) of the control signal 
GetAllFieldsActive Returns if the control signal is active (valid) for all 

fields or for a specific field. If the control signal is 
only active for a specific field, the field pointer 
must be set 

SetAllFieldsActive Sets if the control signal is active (valid) for all 
fields or for a specific field. If the control signal is 
only active for a specific field, the field pointer 
must be set 

GetFieldPointer Returns the pointer to the field where the control 
signal is active 

SetFieldPointer Sets the pointer to the field where the control 
signal is active 

UpdateFieldPointer Update all the field pointers in case of an insertion 
of deletion of control signals (input: field number) 

GetControlSignalPeriod Returns the summation of periods of all the 
defined components in the control signal 

 

GetControlSignalValueAtTime Returns the value of the control signal at a specific 
time. If the control signal is ‘high’, the value is 
‘1’, if the control signal is ‘low’, the value is ‘0’ 

Name Explanation 
ControlSignalName (String) Variable to store the control signal name, used as 

a logical description for the simple control signal 
ControlSignalPolarity (Int) Variable to store the polarity (positive or negative 

= high active or low active) of the control signal 
BitNr (DWORD) Variable to store the bit number (the assigned 

output for the control signal) of the control signal 
AllFieldsActive (BOOL) Variable to store if the control signal is active 

(valid) for all fields or for a specific field. If the 
control signal is only active for a specific field, the 
field pointer must be set 

FieldPointer (DWORD) Variable to store the pointer to the field where the 
control signal is active 

NrOfComponents (DWORD) Variable to store the number of used components 
in the control signal 

Variables 

Components (CObArray) Variable to store all the components that are used 
in the control signal. The pointers are stored in an 
object array (of type CComponent) 

Constraints NrOfComponents ≥ 1 
0 ≤ BitNr < 128 
ControlSignalPolarity = ‘1’ (high active) OR ‘0’ (low active) 
ControlSignalName must be unique 
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AllControlSignals 
ClassName CAllControlSignals 
General 
description 

The CAllControlSignals is an object to store the collection of all simple control signals 
(trigger signals, sync pulses, polarity signals etc.). All the control signals together 
allocate all the defined (not used!) simple control signals in the addressing scheme 

Formal 
description 

ControlSignals = VControlSignal “collection of all control signals” 
NrOfControlSignals = {r|r ε N} 
ControlSignals ε VControlSignal 
Name Explanation 
CAllControlSignals Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetNrOfControlSignals Returns the total number of available (defined) 

control signals 
SetNrOfControlSignals Sets the total number of available (defined) control 

signals 
GetControlSignal Returns the control signals (input: control signal 

number) 
SetControlSignal Sets the control signals (input: control signal 

number). This function is used to replace an old 
control signal with a new control signal 

DeleteControlSignal Deletes a control signals (input: control signal 
number) 

InsertControlSignal Inserts a control signals (input: control signal 
number) 

Operations 

GetControlSignalsPeriod Returns the period of the control signal with the 
largest period 

Name Explanation 
NrOfControlSignals (DWORD) Variable to store the number of defined control 

signals 

Variables 

ControlSignals (CObArray) Variable to store all the defined control signals. The 
control signals are stored in an object array (of type 
CControlSignal) 

Constraints NrOfControlSignals ≥ 0 
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Figure 48: Objects in the visualize level 

 
SignalLine 

ClassName CSignalLine 
General 
description 

The CSignalLine object is used to define one single control signal used to visualize in 
an oscilloscope view. A signal line is a collection of signal parts. These parts are the 
high- and low active parts of the signal. A signal line occupies one output bit 

Formal 
description 

BitNr = {r|r ε N ∧ r < 128} 
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Name Explanation 
CSignalLine Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetSignalLineName Returns the name of the signal line 
SetSignalLineName Sets the name of the signal line 
GetBitNr Returns the bit number (the assigned output for the 

signal line) 
SetBitNr Sets the bit number (the assigned output for the signal 

line) 
GetSignalLineGraphName Returns the name of the signal line as used in the 

oscilloscope view. This name the name of the signal 
line combined with the bit number 

GetSignalLinePeriod Returns the period (in clock ticks) of the signal line 
SetSignalLinePeriod Sets the period (in clock ticks) of the signal line 
GetNrOfSignalParts Returns the number of signal parts (e.g. the number of 

changes in the signal) 
GetSignalPart Returns the length of the signal part in clock ticks 

(input: signal part number) 
SetSignalPart Sets the length of the signal part in clock ticks (input: 

signal part number 
Connect2SignalLines Connects two signal lines. The result is a combined 

signal line 

Operations 

MultiplySignalLine Multiplies the signal line 
Name Explanation 
SignalLineName (String) Variable to store the signal line name, used as a logical 

description for the control signal 
BitNr (DWORD) Variable to store the bit number (the assigned output 

for the control signal) of the signal line 

Variables 

Signal (CDWordArray) Variable to store all the defined signal parts. The 
signal parts are stored in an object array (of type 
CDWordArray) 

Constraints 0 ≤ BitNr < 128 
 
TimeSlot 

ClassName CTimeSlot 
General 
description 

The CTimeSlot object is used to combine signal lines together to a timeslot. This time 
slot is a visualization of a sequence, subfield, field, frame or simple control signals. A 
time slot is a diameter of all the control signals during a specific period 

Formal 
description 

SignalLines = VSignalLine “collection of all signal lines” 

Name Explanation 
CTimeSlot Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetTimeSlotName Returns the name of the time slot 
SetTimeSlotName Sets the name of the time slot 
GetTimeSlotPeriod Returns the period (in clock ticks) of the time slot 
SetTimeSlotPeriod Sets the period (in clock ticks) of the time slot 
GetNrOfSignalLines Returns the number of signal lines (control signals) in the 

time slot 

Operations 

GetSignalLine Returns the signal line used in the time slot (input: signal 
line number) 
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SetSignalLine Sets the signal line used in the time slot (input: signal line 
number). This function is used to replace an old signal line 
with a new signal line 

DeleteSignalLine Deletes a signal line in the time slot (input: signal line 
number) 

InsertSignalLine Inserts a signal line in the time slot (input: signal line 
number) 

ClearTimeSlot Deletes all the signal lines in the time slot 
Connect2TimeSlots Connects two time slots. The result is a combined time 

slot 
MultiplyTimeSlot Multiplies the time slot 
SortTimeSlot Sort the signal lines in the time slot by bit number, and if 

the bit numbers are equal by name 
Swap2SignalLines Swap the position of the signal lines in the time slot 

 

CompareSignalLines Compare two signal lines (by bit number and by signal 
line name). This function will be used in SortTimeSlot 

Name Explanation 
TimeSlotName (String) Variable to store the time slot name, used as a logical 

description for the time slot 

Variables 

SignalLines (CObArray) Variable to store all the used signal lines in the time slot. 
The signal lines are stored in an object array (of type 
CSignalLine) 

Constraints - 
 
AllTimeSlots 

ClassName CAllTimeSlots 
General 
description 

The CAllTimeSlots is an object to store the collection of time slots. These time slots are 
visualizations of sequences, subfields, fields, a frame or simple control signals. All the 
time slots together allocate all the defined (not used!) time slots presenting sequences, 
subfields, fields, frame or simple control signals 

Formal 
description 

TimeSlots = VTimeSlot “collection of all time slots” 
NrOfTimeSlots = {r|r ε N} 
Name Explanation 
CAllTimeSlots Copy constructor 
operator= Copy assignment 
operator== Equality function 
GetNrOfTimeSlots Returns the total number of available time slots 
SetNrOfTimeSlots Sets the total number of available time slots 
GetTimeSlot Returns the time slot (input: time slot number). This 

function is used to replace an old time slot with an new 
time slot 

Operations 

SetTimeSlot Sets the time slot (input: time slot number) 
Name Explanation 
NrOfTimeSlots (DWORD) Variable to store the number of time slots 

Variables 

TimeSlots (CObArray) Variable to store all the time slots. The time slots are 
stored in an object array (of type CTimeSlot) 

Constraints NrOfTimeSlots ≥ 0 
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C Old UML-model without inheritance 

 
Figure 49: UML Model without inheritance 
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D Functional Requirements 
AddrDoc Document functions 

The User Interface has access to the MFC document structure (see paragraph 3.6). In the document 
structure, variables of type Frame, AllFields, AllSubfields, AllSequences, AllPhases, AllStateMachines, 
AllControlSignals and AllTimeSlots will be defined. These variables have access to all objects as shown in 
Figure 2). This means that only the public variables and member functions can be accessed (information 
hiding). 

It is also possible to open multiple control generation files in the AddrDoc application program. This 
feature is supported by the MFC document structure. 

Video path functions are defined to get/set the video path settings from/to the storage classes to the UI. 
Some other functions are defined to calculate settings. 
// Video path & Control path 
bool GetDisplayType(CDisplayType & DispType) const; 
bool SetDisplayType(const CDisplayType & DispType); 
bool GetVideoFormat(CVideoFormat & VideoFrm) const; 
bool SetVideoFormat(const CVideoFormat & VideoFrm); 
bool GetSyncGenerator(CSyncGenerator & SyncGen) const; 
bool SetSyncGenerator(const CSyncGenerator & SyncGen); 
bool GetGamma(CGamma & Gamm) const; 
bool SetGamma(const CGamma & Gamm); 
bool GetDithering(CDithering & Dith) const; 
bool SetDithering(const CDithering & Dith); 
bool GetDAOutput(CDAOutput & DAOutp) const; 
bool SetDAOutput(const CDAOutput & DAOutp); 
bool GetTestPatternGenerator(CTestPatternGenerator & TestPatternGen) const; 
bool SetTestPatternGenerator(const CTestPatternGenerator & TestPatternGen); 
bool GetDVIinput(CDVIinput & DVIinp) const; 
bool SetDVIinput(const CDVIinput & DVIinp); 
bool GetControlOutputs(CControlOutputs & COutputs) const; 
bool SetControlOutputs(const CControlOutputs & COutputs); 
bool GetInputSelection(CInputSelection & InputSel) const; 
bool SetInputSelection(const CInputSelection & InputSel); 
bool GetWriteToMemory(CWriteToMemory & WriteToMem) const; 
bool SetWriteToMemory(const CWriteToMemory & WriteToMem); 
bool WriteSettingsToDigitalBoard(); 
 
// Other functions 
WORD * CalculateBitUsage(bool & BitUsageOK, int iMode = 0); 
DWORD CalculateSubfieldWidth(const DWORD dwSubfieldNr) const; 
DWORD CalculateFieldWidth(const DWORD dwFieldNr) const; 
DWORD CalculateFrameWidth() const; 
void PrintAddressDoc(…); 
Compiler and mif-file generation 

These functions are necessary to start/stop the compiler thread and generate mif-files and write/read these 
mif-files and/or buffers from/to the digital board. 
// All operations needed for mif-file generation 
void BeginCompileControlDataThread(HWND hWnd); 
void EndCompilerThread(); 
void CompilerThreadDone(); 
BOOL CompilerThreadStatus(); 
bool WriteAllMifFiles(); 
bool Write_PackageAndTextFile(); 
bool ReadAllMifFiles(); 
 
// All operations needed to write data to the digital board 
bool WriteControlSignalsToDigitalBoard(); 
bool ReadControlSignalsFromDigitalBoard(); 
bool DisableCSG(const bool Enable); 
bool WriteBufferToDigitalBoard(const WORD StartAddr, const WORD Size, WORD * Data); 
bool ReadBufferFromDigitalBoard(const WORD StartAddr, const WORD Size, WORD * Data); 
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bool CheckDisplayType(WORD & DisplayTypeRead); 
void ConstructBuffers(); 
void DeleteBuffers(); 
 
// Mif-file parser 
bool ReadMifFile(const CString & PathName, WORD * & MifData, DWORD & Depth); 
 
// Mif-file generator 
bool WriteMifFile(const CString & PathName, const WORD * MifData, const DWORD & Depth, 
const DWORD & Width, const bool & AddressRadix, const bool & DataRadix); 

Conversion functions 
// Hex number to string and string to hex number 
DWORD64 HexStringToNumber(const CString HexString, bool & Success); 
CString NumberToHexString(DWORD64 HexNumber); 
 
// Dec number to string and string to dec number 
DWORD64 DecStringToNumber(const CString DecString, bool & Success); 
CString NumberToDecString(DWORD64 DecNumber); 
 
// Bin number to string and string to bin number 
DWORD64 BinStringToNumber(const CString BinString, bool & Success); 
CString NumberToBinString(DWORD64 BinNumber); 
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E Explanation of the views in the hierarchy 
This appendix explains the designed GUI (described in chapter 4) in more detail. 
 

Machine View
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Figure 50: Machine view 

 
Explanation of the Machine view 
1. NrOfStateMachines  The number of StateMachines that are defined 
2. StateMachineNr Select the number of the StateMachine currently visible in the State-

Machine box (A) and the list view (15) 
 
A. For all StateMachines: 
3. StateMachineName  Define the name of the StateMachine 
4. NrOfStateBits Define the number of state bits used for the control signals for the 

StateMachine 
5. StateBitOffset Define the state bit offset for the StateMachine (e.g., if NrOfStateBits = 

10 and StateBitOffset = 50, bits [50...59] are defined for the State-
Machine) 

6. NrOfStates Define the number of states for the StateMachine (maximum: 
2NrOfStateBits) 

7. StateNr   Select the number of the State currently visible in the State box (B) 
 
B. For all States: 
8. StateName   Define the name of the State 
9. StateCode Define the state code (binary representation of the control signal) for 

the State. Code 3 means that bit 1 and bit 3 will be turned ‘on’ for that 
State (maximum: 2NrOfStateBits-1) 

10. Dec / Hex / Bin Change input of StateCode to Dec (default), Hex or Bin. This is also 
shown in the list view (15) 

 
C. Actions: 
11. Print   Print all defined StateMachines 
12. Delete   It is possible to delete: 

1. Unused StateMachine(s) 
2. All unused StateMachine(s) 
3. Unused State(s) from current StateMachine 
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4. All unused State(s) from current StateMachine 
5. All unused State(s) from all StateMachine(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in (choice 1 and 3) 

13. Insert   It is possible to insert: 
1. StateMachine(s) 
2. State(s) 

  After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 
14. Replace   It is possible to replace: 

1. StateMachine(s) 
2. State(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 
 

15. List view The StateMachine number selected in (2) and currently visible in the 
StateMachine box (A) is also listed in the list view (the right part of the 
window). In this view, all the defined States and the corresponding 
StateCodes are listed 

 
Phase View
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Figure 51: Phase view 

 
Explanation of the Phase view 
1. NrOfPhases  The number of Phases that are defined 
2. PhaseNr Select the number of the Phase currently visible in the Phase box (A) 

and the list view (13) 
 
A. For all Phases: 
3. PhaseName  Define the name of the Phase 
4. NrOfStateMachines Define the number of stateMachines for the Phase (maximum: NrOf-

Machines in MachineView) 
5. MinimalPhaseWidth Define the minimal required phase width (in clock ticks) for the Phase 

(e.g. AddressRow requires a minimal phase width of 10) 
 
6. StateMachineNr Select the number of the StateMachine currently visible in the State-

Machine box (B) 
 
B. For all StateMachines: 
7. StateMachineName  Select the name of the StateMachine 
8. StateName   Select the name of the State used for the selected StateMachine (7) 
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C. Actions: 
9. Print   Print all defined Phases 
10. Delete   It is possible to delete: 
     Unused Phase(s) 

1. All unused Phase(s) 
2. After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in (choice 1) 

11. Insert   It is possible to insert: 
1. Phase(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

12. Replace   It is possible to replace: 
1. Phase(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 
 

13. List view The Phase number selected in (2) and currently visible in the State-
Machine box (A) is also listed in the list view (the right part of the 
window). In this view, all the used StateMachines and the States used 
for each StateMachine are listed 

 
Sequence View
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Figure 52: Sequence view 
 
Explanation of the Sequence view 
1. NrOfSequences  The number of Sequences that are defined 
2. SequenceNr Select the number of the Sequence currently visible in the Sequence 

box (A) and the list view (14) 
 
A. For all Sequences: 
3. SequenceName  Define the name of the Sequence 
4. SequenceWidth This read-only edit box displays the total sequence width (sum of all 

phase widths in the Sequence) 
5. NrOfPhases  Define the number of phases for the Sequence 
 
6. PhaseNr   Select the number of the Phase currently visible in the Phase box (B) 
 
B. For all Phases: 
7. PhaseName  Select the name of the Phase 
8. PhaseWidth Define the phase width (in clock ticks) for the phase used in the se-

quence. If the phase width is smaller than the minimal phase width 
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(10), a warning message is displayed 
9. MinimalPhaseWidth This read-only edit box displays the minimal phase width defined for 

the current phase in the Phase view 
 
C. Actions: 
10. Print   Print all defined Sequences 
11. Delete   It is possible to delete: 

1. Unused Sequence(s) 
2. All unused Sequence(s) 
3. Phase(s) from current Sequence 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in (choice 1 and 3) 

12. Insert   It is possible to insert: 
1. Sequence(s) 
2. Phase(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

13. Replace   It is possible to replace: 
1. Sequence(s) 
2. Phase(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

 
14. List view The Sequence number selected in (2) and currently visible in the 

Sequence box (A) is also listed in the list view (the right part of the 
window). In this view, all the selected Phases and the corresponding 
phase widths are listed 

 
Subfield View
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Figure 53: Subfield view 

 
Explanation of the Subfield view 
1. NrOfSubfields  The number of Subfields that are defined 
2. SubfieldNr Select the number of the Subfield currently visible in the Subfield box 

(A) and the list view (14) 
 
A. For all Subfields: 
3. SubfieldName  Define the name of the Subfield 
4. SubfieldWidth This read-only edit box displays the total subfield width (sum of all 

sequence widths in the Subfield) 
5. NrOfSequences  Define the number of sequences for the Subfield 
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6. SequenceNr Select the number of the Sequence currently visible in the Sequence 
box (B) 

 
B. For all Sequences: 
7. SequenceName  Select the name of the Sequence 
8. SequenceWidth This read-only edit box displays the sequence width for the selected 

sequence 
9. NrOfRepetitions Define the number of repetitions for the selected sequence. If the 

number of repetitions is zero, this sequence will be skipped (easy for 
temporarily remove) 

 
C. Actions: 
10. Print   Print all defined Subfields 
11. Delete   It is possible to delete: 

1. Unused Subfield(s) 
2. All unused Subfield(s) 
3. Sequence(s) from current Subfield 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in (choice 1 and 3) 

12. Insert   It is possible to insert: 
1. Subfield(s) 
2. Sequence(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

13. Replace   It is possible to replace: 
1. Subfield(s) 
2. Sequence(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

 
14. List view The Subfield number selected in (2) and currently visible in the Sub-

field box (A) is also listed in the list view (the right part of the win-
dow). In this view, all the selected Sequences and the corresponding 
sequence types, sequence widths and sequence repetitions are listed 

 
Field View
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Figure 54: Field view 

 
Explanation of the Field view 
1. NrOfFields  The number of Fields that are defined 
2. FieldNr   Select the number of the Field currently visible in the Field box (A) 
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     and the list view (14) 
 
A. For all Fields: 
3. FieldName  Define the name of the Field 
4. FieldWidth This read-only edit box displays the total field width (sum of all sub-

field widths in the Field) 
5. NrOfSubfields  Define the number of subfields for the Field 
 
6. SubfieldNr Select the number of the Subfield currently visible in the Subfield box 

(B) 
 
B. For all Subfields: 
7. SubfieldName  Select the name of the Subfield 
8. SubfieldWidth This read-only edit box displays the subfield width for the selected 

subfield 
9. NrOfRepetitions Define the number of repetitions for the selected subfield. If the num-

ber of repetitions is zero, this subfield will be skipped (easy for tempo-
rarily remove) 

 
C. Actions: 
10. Print   Print all defined Fields 
11. Delete   It is possible to delete: 

1. Unused Field(s) 
2. All unused Field(s) 
3. Subfield(s) from current Field 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in (choice 1 and 3) 

12. Insert   It is possible to insert: 
1. Field(s) 
2. Subfield(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

13. Replace   It is possible to replace: 
1. Field(s) 
2. Subfield(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

 
14. List view The Field number selected in (2) and currently visible in the Field box 

(A) is also listed in the list view (the right part of the window). In this 
view, all the selected Subfields and the subfield widths and subfield 
repetitions are listed 
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Frame View
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Figure 55: Frame view 
 
Explanation of the Frame view 
A. For the Frame: 
1. FrameName  Define the name of the Frame 
2. FrameWidth This read-only edit box displays the total frame width (sum of all field 

widths in the Frame) 
3. NrOfFields  Define the number of fields for the Frame 
4. FieldNr   Select the number of the Field currently visible in the Field box (B) 
 
B. For all Fields: 
5. FieldName  Select the name of the Field 
6. FieldWidth  This read-only edit box displays the field width for the selected field 
7. NrOfRepetitions Define the number of repetitions for the selected field. If the number of 

repetitions is zero, this field will be skipped (easy for temporarily re-
move) 

 
C. Actions: 
8. Print   Print the Frame 
9. Delete   It is possible to delete: 

1. Field(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

10. Insert   It is possible to insert: 
1. Field(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

11. Replace   It is possible to replace: 
1. Field(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

 
12. List view The Frame visible in the Frame box (A) is also listed in the list view 

(the right part of the window). In this view, all the selected Fields and 
the field widths and field repetitions are listed 
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Control View
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Figure 56: Control view 

 
Explanation of the Control view 
1. NrOfControlSignals The number of ControlSignals that are defined 
2. ControlSignalNr Select the number of the ControlSignal currently visible in the Con-

trolSignal box (A) and the list view (18) 
 
A. For all ControlSignals: 
3. CtrlSignalName  Define the name of the ControlSignal 
4. BitNr   Select the bit number for the control signal 
 ControlSignal is active for: 
 5. All fields defined Check this checkbox if the control signal must be active in  the frame 

(for all fields selected in the frame). Remember that for every next field 
in the frame, the control signal begins again 

 6. Field Select the Field where the ControlSignal must be active. If this Field is 
selected more than once in the Frame view, the simple control signal is 
also used more than once 

7. Polarity Select positive polarity (normal) or negative polarity (inverted) for the 
control signal 

8. Period This read-only edit box displays the period of the ControlSignal (sum 
of all period of all components defined for the control signal) 

9. NrOfComponents  Define the number of components for the ControlSignal. 
10. ComponentNr Select the number of the Component currently visible in the Compo-

nent box (B) 
 
B. For all Components: 
11. Width Define the width of the component (width = active part of component) 

(offset + width ≤ period) 
12. Offset Define the offset of the component (offset = passive part of compo-

nent) (offset + width ≤ period) 
13. Period   Define the period of the component (period ≥ offset + width) 
 
C. Actions: 
14. Print   Print all defined simple control signals 
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15. Delete   It is possible to delete: 
1. ControlSignal(s) 
2. All ‘blank’ ControlSignal(s) 
3. Component(s) 
4. All ‘blank’ components from current ControlSignal 
5. All ‘blank’ components from all ControlSignal(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in (choice 1 and 3) 

16. Insert   It is possible to insert: 
1. ControlSignal(s) 
2. Component(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

17. Replace   It is possible to replace: 
1. ControlSignal(s) 
2. Component(s) 
After the above choice, a dialog box must be filled in 

 
18. List view The ControlSignal number selected in (2) and currently visible in the 

ControlSignal box (A) is also listed in the list view (the right part of the 
window). In this view, all the defined components with their widths, 
offsets and periods are listed 
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Figure 57: Visualize view 

 
Explanation of the Visualize view 
A. GraphType selection: 
1. Type   Define the type of control signals to draw: 

o Sequence 
o Subfield 
o Field 
o Frame 
o ControlSignals (all) 
o ControlSignals (used) 
o Frame + ControlSignals 
It is possible to select any defined sequence, subfield, field or frame or 
all control signals (also the signals not used) and all used control sig-
nals (coupled to fields which are used in the Frame view) and all con-
trol signals (all control signals used in frame and all used simple con-
trol signals) 
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2. Name Select, depending on the type, the name of the sequence, subfield, field 
or frame defined in the Sequence view, Subfield view, Field view or 
Frame view consequently. If the type is ControlSignals (all), Control-
Signals (used) or Frame + ControlSignals, no selection can be made 

3. NrOfSignals This read-only edit box displays the total used control signals (output 
pins) for the selected type 

4. TotalTime This read-only edit box displays the total time (in clock ticks) for the 
selected type 

 
B. Actions: 
5. Draw graph Draw the graph (all control signals selected in the GraphType selection 

box (A)) 
6. Open graph Open a previously saved graph (*.sig file name). The graph opened is 

show in the GraphWindow (10) 
7. Save graph  Save the displayed graph to a file 
8. Print graph  Print the displayed graph 
9. Export graph Export the displayed graph to a so-called table file. With this file, it is 

easy to debug Altera firmware or to draw the signals with other pro-
grams. 

 
10. GraphWindow The control signals defined in AddrDoc and selected in the GraphType 

selection box (A) are displayed in this window (functionality of oscil-
loscope) 
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F Screenshots AddrDoc 

 
Figure 58: Main window AddrDoc application software 

 

 
Figure 59: Machine view 
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Figure 60: Phase view 

 

 
Figure 61: Sequence view 

 

 
Figure 62: Subfield view 
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Figure 63: Field view 

 

 
Figure 64: Frame view 

 

 
Figure 65: Control view 
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Figure 66: Visualize view 

 

 
Figure 67: Memory usage dialog 

 

 
Figure 68: Bit usage dialog 
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Figure 69: Display type dialog 

 

 
Figure 70: Read/Write from/to digital board dialog 

 

 
Figure 71: Input selection dialog 

 

 
Figure 72: Video format dialog 
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Figure 73: Sync generator dialog 

 

 
Figure 74: DVI input dialog 

 

 
Figure 75: Brightness/Contrast/Gamma dialog 
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Figure 76: Dithering dialog 

 

 
Figure 77: DA output dialog 

 

 
Figure 78: Test pattern generator dialog 

 

 
Figure 79: control outputs dialog 
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G Pictures of PolyLED display driven by AddrDoc 
 

 
Figure 80: Digital board used to drive the PolyLED display 

 

 
Figure 81: PolyLED display controlled by the AddrDoc application software (1) 
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Figure 82: PolyLED display controlled by the AddrDoc application software (2) 

 

 
Figure 83: PolyLED display controlled by the AddrDoc application software (3) 
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H Installation of AddrDoc 
The installation of the AddrDoc executable is relatively simple. Only a few dll-files are needed. The 
program can be used as a stand-alone program (without the digital board). If the program must be used to 
control the digital board, a setup program must be started to install communication drivers. 
 
Minimal required files: 
• AddrDoc executable (Addr.exe) 
• db3_control.dll 
• ComParam.dll 
• DataCom.dll 
• EHandler.dll 
• Environ.dll 
• I2c.dll 
• LptDrv.dll 
• rc5.dll 
• RFC.dll 
• Twb.dll 
• uP.dll 
• v24.dll 
 
Files needed sometimes (depends on other installations): 
• mfc42.dll 
• MFC42D.dll 
• MFCO42D.dll 
• msvcp60.dll 
• MSVCP60D.dll 
• MSVCRTD.dll 
 
Needed files if communication with digital board is required: 
• ParIO_0.1Alpha installation program (includes ParIOInstaller.exe and pario.sys) 
 
The AddrDoc executable can be placed in any preferred directory. All the dll’s must be placed into the 
C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32 directory. 
 
Minimal system requirements: 
There are no specific minimum system requirements, but a modern computer with at least a Pentium II 
processor is preferable. Also, a parallel port is necessary if communication with the digital board is re-
quired. 
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